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And then she goes on to offer the argument that preparation for teaching as conceived at
Bank Street must develop in students an acute awareness of their private worlds upon
which they may draw for their esthetic experience.

INTRODUCTION
Charlotte B. Winsor
Lucy Sprague Mitchell, the founder of Bank Street College, was also a member of the
working faculty in the research and teaching division~ of the Col_lege. At ~er ~eath, _a
series of education conferences was planned as a fittmg memorial to her woi k. Thts
volume reports the third of this series.I
The creative process, in its broadest dimensions, was her way of life: It i~cluded_
bringing into being a literature for children; the l?vely _ma~s she _mad: to 1llust1ate __he~
geography text and stories;2the delicate water c~lor tllummattons _of a_ pnva_te manusc1 tp~ ,
and the delightful surround which she created m her l:ome _whe1eve1 she ltved. But 1~101 ~
than these concrete, tangible products of her creative mtelltgen_ce was t~e pro~e_s~ of hel
thinking. Learning, and its correlative, teaching, were h_er maJor creative act1v1t1es and
which, in their best expression, she viewed as an art experience.
In bringing together in this conference the discipline~ of ?sycholog~, art: and
education we hope to achieve an appropriate remembrance of the hfe and nnnd of Lucy
Sprague Mitchell.
Initially we conceived a light hearted day of list:ning ~1~d talking an_d_ doing together.
But as we delved more earnestly into the concept of creat1v1ty as a ~onfe1e~1ce t~1eme, we
found ourselves deeply engaged in an aspect of life and learnm~ whtch, tf always
fascinating, is these days under profound scrutinity more than ever before.
.
Creativity and its role in the learning proces~ has occupied_ the tho_u~h-ts of
philosophers for millennia. Concerning art and education Plato says, ma lost 1ete1ence,
"Make art the basis of education, because it can operate in childhood during the
sleep of reasoning and when reasoning does come, art will have prepared a path
for her."

For me, Plato's ideas transpose readily into a philosophy of earl~ childho.~d _educat ion_- I
interpret the child's play as a major component of his art exp e~·1ence, o~fer_mg the c~11l_d
autonomy, even authority in his own world. When I take the 1'.~erty of usmg the woid
"play" for Plato's "art," I find myself close upon the heels of 1mportant. present day
psychological theory. And I am not a lone.
.
Lucy Sprague Mitchell, writing in a long ago publication- 69 Bank Street- titles he r
article, "Art, Art, Art!" About the unity of the arts she says:
"By this we mean that the stuff from which all real art i~ drawn is l_ife itself; that
the artist, though he draws upon tht_: world around _him, puts his ow~ _tran~forming and heightening stamp upon 1t through s_elect1on ~nd through g1vm~ h!s
expression a design, a pattern, ~ form ~ hich cla1:1fie~. the mherent characteristic
of the thing, the experience, the idea he 1s expressmg.
1 Children and The Environment (1971) is the report of the first of the series, and dealt with the then g~ori~g ci°nc~tr;;s of
ecological disturbance. Dimemions ofLanguage Experie'.1ce (197~) reported in the book of the same tit e, ea s WI one
aspect of her many and varied contributions to the education of child ren and teacher.
2Young Geographers, North America, Horses Now and Long Ago.
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It was her hope that a sensitivity to life develops in teachers the art of bringing forth
in children a vitality toward growing and learning. And this Mrs. Mitchell conceived of as
the art and science of teaching.
In our public schools art education has moved by now far from the lessons in perspective (drawing strawberry boxes) and filling in of cut-outs. But it is still removed by fat
from the conception of the arts as an interpretation in d epth of personal experiencewhether of reality or fantasy.
A rather poignant statement was issued recently when a new program was announced. It is titled "All the Arts for All the Children'.' and is viewed as an antidote to the
"educational deprivation" that could result from an over-emphasis on reading scores,
" . . . the arts are not the frosting on the cake-they are not frills,-they are perhaps a
basis of the teaching-learning process." It would seem that if man does not live by bread
alone, neither do children learn by reading alone.
To return, then, to our thinking and planning for this conference. The title expresses
a rather ambitious set of expectations,-namely to examine the creative process
theoretically; to look at and interpret the process in children's development from
psychodynamic and Piagetian viewpoints; to review the role of the child's play as creative
experience in both the cognitive and affective realms ; to examine and compare paintings
of the Masters with those of children; to examine the productions (via slides) of children
who represent a wide range of cultural, ethnic and geographic experience, as they use
paints and clay; to find the impact of modern black ethnicity on children's art; to discuss
the role of art experience in the lives of adults who are not artists.
But the scope of the conference reported here includes interplay as well as aspects of
the creative process. By interplay we meant that we would provide participants with direct
activity in some creative process. Thus they were asked to join one of the ma ny studio
grou ps to work in different media: food, language, music, video-taping, others.
Conventionally, the creative process comes to expression in music, body movement,
language, painting, the plastic materials. The studio workshops described here are, in the
main, in these realms. Recently, however, we have broadened our thinking about creative
experience, we found outlets in communication, in materials such as needlewo'r k, food,
wood, and in an innumerable variety of the ordinary things about us.
In planning these workshops the ' group leaders aspired t~ offer a brief personal
encounter with a material or an experience that wot.rid arouse or allow one to join freely,
soberly or perhaps with abandon, in the process of doing, usi,ng,_or acting upon a material
with a fresh integration of concept or development of produc_t. T lie joyous delight with
which some people displayed their products told, more than words, t hat the experience
had worked for them.
·

It may hardly be necessary to point out that the -leaders · and pa1iicipants, while
involved at their own adult,level, were also projecting t heir experience upon t he va lue of
such activities in the lives of t he children they teach. In some instances there were
demonstrations, and materials which offered practical, useful classroom application.
Reported here a re the papers presented in the more formal atmosphere of the
opening plenary session and a num ber of seminar-discussion groups. Also included are
some records of the studio-workshop experiences, differing vastly in purpose, effect, and
product but at one, hopefully, in offering some new perspective of the self in the enactment of the creative experience.
5

b_ut wi~h the univ~rsal images_ for living with which Jung believed everyone was b orn.

1_ he~-~ 1s a ~ollect1ve unconscious peopled by characters and t hemes which have held

THE CREATIVE PROCESS: A STUDY IN PARADOX
Charlotte Lackner Doyle

A funny thing happened to me on the way to preparing this pap~r. ~s I sat down _to
write what could be said about the creative process, for every genera lization the opposite
also seemed true. Let me show you what I mean. First I wrote, "the creative process
requires freedom and spontaneity. " But then the aphorism qu oted by Ezra Pound rang in
my ears, " Any damn fool can be spontaneous." And though I didn't quite agree with Mr.
Pound, I immediately straightened up in my chair, leaned forward resolutely and wrote,
"the creative process demands discipline, concentration, a commitment to work." I
thought of Freud and wrote, "the creative process taps the primitive and t he e_motional."
And then I t hought of Shakespeare and Rembrandt and wrote, "the_ creati:e process
requires insight, intelligence, and maturity." I though! of the 1psychol~~ist, Guilford, and
wrote, "the creative process involves fantasy, inventiveness, and ab1ltty for thought to
diverge from what it is." But then I remembered my own int_erviews with art~~ts -and
wrote, "the creative process demands honesty and a commitment to truth. Th_e n
statements began to crowd in on me: The creative process is self-expression;_ the creati~e
process cannot take place unless the creator forgets about hersel_f. The ~reative proces~ is
a joy; the creative process is fraught with fear, terror, and frustration . The creative
process is its own reward; the creative process needs s upport and encouragement. As
contradictory statements floated around in my head , the title for this talk came to me:
The Creative Process: A Study in Paradox. (This is a n old trick psychologists have
learned: if you don't 1:-nderstand something, name your failure. Now you have a
phenomenon to study and everyone feels better.)
Having named my problem, I looked around for resources to help me get insight into
it. For several years, I have been teaching a course called "The Psychology of Creativity"
in which my students and I look to see what the great thinkers in psychology have to say
about the creative process. First, we look at Freud and Jung. In their writings about the
creative person , these great clinicians dealt primarily with fine atiists: writers, painters,
sculptors. They saw artists as having a unique and special talent: delving into the depths
of their personalities and giving coherent form to ideas and impulses that remain buried
and incoherent in everyone else. For Freud, it is the repressed wishes of infancy that the
a rtist has the power to transform so that all of us can get some release. "The w1iter," said
Freud, "is a person with a ce1iain flexibility of repression and the courage to let his
unconscious speak." Why has the Mona Lisa smile tantalized people for cen_turies?
Because it is the tantalizing smile that every infant sees on the tender, seductive, yet
unavailable mother whose love each baby yearns for but ultimately cannot fully consu mm ate. Why do plays like Oedipus Rex and Hamlet continue to move us? Beca~se !hey
tell of the death of a father and the infidelity of a mother, which Freud felt was a disguised
retelling of every boy's early wishes and fears. The artist tells these stories in_ a w_ay ~ha! is
disguised so that neither he nor his audience knows the true source. The d1sgu1se is like
the primitive language of our dreams. Using this hidden code, we can be deeply moved
and not know why.
Jung, too, sees the artist as descending into t he depths of personality but for hi~ the
great artist is not simply dealing with the impulses and ideas of the personal unconscious,

1
~ g111ficance 111 myth, ritual, and religion throughout the ages. This collective unconscious
1s the so~rce and the significance of creative work. For exa mple, the story of death, a
descent_ mt~ the underworld, a resurrection and a rebirth is a universal theme that
symbolizes for each of us the many deaths, hells, and rebirths we encounter in life. All of
us _are born with this ~heme inarticulately buried inside us. For Jung. the artist makes
art1cula_te_ these coll~ct1ve_them~s which ca n serve as a guide to our j ourney through life.
In provid mg a tangible form for them, the artist fulfills a deep and little understood
human necessity.
Ab_raham Maslow sees _the c reative process quite differently: not as the making of a
w~rk of art but as a way of approaching life. It is the approach to life of every healthy
ch ild. By healthy, Maslow means that the child does not want for any of his basic need s:
the ~eed_s for food, warmth , s~t~ty a nd love. Infantile psychic conflict, repressed anxiety is
not mev1t~ble to ~aslow_as 1t 1s to Freud. A child, unfettered by repressed anxiety and
unconstra1~ed by !ears of cu ltura l demand , will be free, spontaneous, curious, learning by
her own discovenes, constantly growing and changing. Such creativity need have
110
prod~~t. T he creativity Maslow writes of may be expressed in the way food is eaten, in the
way fnen?s are made, in_ the decoration of a house, or in a walk in the park. He writes that
'.11any ~rt1sts have a spe~1al talent for art but they are unhappy and compulsive, driven by
!nfantll~ 1~eed-and so m one sense- not creative. Psychologists and educators interested
m creat1v1ty, says Maslow, should not focus on ta lented neurotics but on the conditions
for a life of healthy growth.
. Ma_s_lo:" thinks o: the creative process in terms of a total life; some psychologists
thm~ ot 1t m_ te~111s_of a moment, a kernel act. The essence of the creative process accor?mg to t_his view i_s the ge~eration of new and original ideas. The same ability, the same
?as1c_ ps~ch1c operations are mvolved whether the task is to generate ideas for a new style
~ ~amtmg, a new approach to cancer research, a new way to make soup, or a new wrinkle
m mcome tax returns. The ability to produce many diverse ideas is the core.
This kind ?f app roach has been taken by some experimenta l psychologists who. in
order to do thell' research , need a concrete act which they can observe. The most active
have bee~ res~archers_ who think abo~t, develop, and validate psych~logical tests.
P~ych?logists_ like Guilford, . Get~els and Jackson, _ and Wallach and r Kagan were
d1ssa~1sfied with the standard mtelhgence test as the sole indicator of a ch ild 's potential.
Intelli~~nce tests ask qu~stions to ~hich there are correct qnswers. They do not capture
tl~e ability to c_ome u~ with a new idea, to be original, to create. So they designed new
k1~~s of questions, div~rgent t~inking questions, questions for which there are no single
co~ 1_ect answers, quest_10ns which make observable a flow of thought rather than the
ability to solve a task with a correct answer. Instead of aski ng as an intelligence test does:
how ~re a ~y and a tree alike,. scoring an answer mentioning life as correct; they des igned
quest~ons l~ke: what are the d~fferent ways that a mouse and a lion are alike- where being
an animal 1s one answer, havmg fleas, scaring the timid, being movie stars in some form
or other are others. I~s!ead of ~sking children to copy a drawing, a child might be
asked-what are the different thmgs this drawing could be? "How many uses can you
think of for a brick ?" is one of the most famous items.
These divergent tasks, some people call them creativity tests, look for the evidence of
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an ability to produce many different and original ideas. "Divergent thinking" is the
ability for thought to flow from one idea to the other-the more far out, the zan ier, the
better. The ability to come up with wide-ranging associations is seen as the primary
condition of the creative process and the essential act of creation. Once the testers defined
the creative act in this way, in this observable way, psychologists from another tradition
became interested in the creative process; the behaviorists, behavior modifiers, those who
believe any behavior can be shaped by selective reward . The behaviorists jumped in and
said: if the creative process consists of making different and divergent answers to a
problem, then the way to make people more creative is to put people in situations where
they do come up with a variety of answers and then reward them for it. So behaviorists
have rewarded college students for unusual associations to words, porpoises for creating
unusual sequences of movement, and children for building many different kinds of
structures with blocks-hoping to advance the creative process.
As my students and I read through each of these theories l, we are victims of
something like the medical student syndrome. It happens to me every year. Each account,
as we read it, seems right. As we read Freud, the idea of every artist reaching into and
expressing in disguised form his own early infantile conflicts which constitute everyman's
early history seems persuasive. We read Jung and are moved by the idea that at the
deepest levels of our psyche are the primitive forms of the collective unconscious. ½ e read
Maslow and delight in the idea that life itself can be a creative process. We applaud
Guilford and those who followed his lead for broadening the view of what talent is, for
augmenting the intelligence test with items for which there is no one right answer, but
which call for fl exible and original thought. And we look on in wonder as the behaviorists
whose earlier work emphasized behavior as a bundle of habits, march in and try to make
divergent thinking itself a habit. Psychological theory is a rich resource, but unless you
are a true believer, it alone doesn't resolve paradox.
There is another resource: the rep01is and insights of creative people themselves. My
students and I also read interviews, letters, prefaces, and autobiographies of people
recognized as creative. We, ourselves, interviewed three creative people. These three
interviews, which I captured on tape, are my private treasure. We interviewed Jane
Cooper,a poet whose first bookofpoems,The Weather of Six Mornings, won the Lamont
Poetry Prize; Grace Paley who has written two fine books of shoti stories-The Little
Oisturba11ces of Man and Enormous Changes at the Last Minute; and Joel Speigelman,
an exciting modern composer who is internationally recognized.
The interviews and the theories were my resources for dealing with paradox. So I
listened again to the tapes, reread the autobiographical statements, and reviewed the
theories; looking for, hoping for some thread to guide me out of what was beginning to
appear a hopeless morass. I'd write words on my pad like time, medium, discoveryto try to capture the similarities and differences in the theories and in the personal
statements. Then, one day, perhaps out of desperation, perhaps out of boredom, I
decided to take that first word-time-seriously and to see where it lead me.

.
So let ~s see what happens if we look at the creative process with the perspective of
time. L7t's ~ocus on the creative episode which results in a product. Mas low may be saying
s01~1ethmg 1mportan~ when he speak~ of a creative life without creative products, an open
loving sponta neous life, but I would ltke to take a close look at the creative episode in art,
that segment oftime in a life when a work of art is made. Whether the kind s of processes
that ch~racte_rize the creative episode takes place in contexts outside of the making of a
work of a ti 1s a separate question.
So let us look at the creative episode as it unfolds through time. We can identify the
boundary that marks the beginning. The creative episode begins with the intimation that
the_ process has be?un,_with a hunch that there is a seed of thought that can be developed.
Tim can happen in d1ff~rent ways. Sometimes, the germ that starts the proct::ss is very
clear. Henry James describes such a beginning in his preface to The Spoils ofPoynton. He
speaks of eating Christmas dinner with some friend s. A woman told of an incident about
a mother and a son who cared about each-other and who both were considered wonderful,
exemplary_ peop!e. But mothe r an~ son were suddenly " at daggers" over the disposition of
the dead fathers prope1iy. Here 1s how James described what happened as soon as he
heard the story:
"_I insta~tly _became aware . . . of the prick of innoculation; the whole of the
v_1rus, bem~ mfused by that single touch . . . I 'took' in fine 'on the spot,' to the
rtch bare httle fact of ~he two related figures, embroiled perhaps all so sordidly;
and for reasons of which I could most probably have given no decent account.
Had. I been asked why they were . . . ' interesting,' I fear I could have said
nothmg more to the point . . . than 'Well, you'll see.' By which of course I should
have meant, •~ell, I shall see' . _. . That points, I think to a large part of the
v_ery source of Interest for the artist . . . that he alone has the secret of a particular case, he alone can measure the truth of the direction to be taken . . .''

. Katherine Anne Porter speaks in one case of an idea starting inarticulately-simply
the intuition that something is there to work on.
'.'Sometimes an idea star_ts completely inarticulately. You're not thinking in
tmages or words or-well, tt's exactly like a dark cloud moving in your head. You
keep wondering what will come out of this and then it will dissolve itself into a set
of.-well, not images exactly, but really thoughts. You begin to think directly in
wor~s. Abstractly. Then the words transform themselves into images. By the time
I wnte the story, my people are up and alive and walking around and taking
things in their own hands."

. ~he in~portant th ing to notice is that the creative process begins tvith a sense of
d1rect1011, with the hunch that there is something to go after. Something pulls at the mind.
W_hat. pulls at the mind may come from an experience , •from the play of divergent
thmkmg, or ~rom hard directed thi_nkin~ about a problem that interests. But someth ing
t~gs, somet~mg_beckons, some yet mart1culate goal beckons. T here is no creative process
without a d1rect1on. Spontaneity without a direction may be delightful and wonderfu l but
it, without a direction emerging from it, does not lead to creative work.

I think I first wrote down the word time, because this was a dimension on which
theorists differ: Guilford focuses on a task that takes minutes, how many uses can you
think of for a brick. Freud and Jung write of artists and the work they make-the time
span is more like days-or months. Maslow speaks of the creative process in terms of a
lifetime. When we spoke to atiists, we became increasingly aware that the creations of
works of art are episodes in a larger life that has to cope with all the other tasks and
problems of life, a larger life that has been developing and changing and growing since
birth.

Th~ creative epi~ode begins w!tl~ a sense of direction. How do you go after someth ing
when often, you don t know what 1t 1s you are going after? 'Part of the answer, I think, is
th~t th~ a~iist thinks through his medium. The painter thinks in form and color; the poet
thmks m images and words, the playright thinks in characters and dialogue and events as
they appear on stage. For example, an interviewer asked Faulkner how The Sound and
1l1e Fury began and grew:
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"It began with a mental picture . . . T he picture was of the muddy seat of a little
girl's drawers in a pear tree, where she could see through a window where her
grandmother's funeral was taking place and report what was happening to her
brothers on the grou nd below. By the time I explained who they were and what
they were doing and how h~r pants got muddy, I realized it would be impossible
to get all of it into a short story, and that it would have to be a book. And then I
realized the symbolism of the soiled pants and the image was replaced by one of
the fatherless and motherless girl climbing down the rain pipe to escape from the
only home she had , where she had never been offered love or affection or understanding."

Faulkner began The Sound and the Fury with an image and he developed the novel
by developing characters and events from the image. He thought directly in the fictional
medium.
T he a1iist, in fact, every thinker, needs such a medium, a vehicle for organizing and
thinking about experience. And although some psychologists associa te thought with
logical operations and abstract verbal generalization, the artist, thinking in a medium.
thinks differently.2 He thinks forms , and people talking and images a nd rhythms. V\, hen
the artist thinks in this way certain so-called logical distinctions disappear-for example,
the distinction between intellect and emotion. In life we simultaneously grasp an experience a nd feel it emotionally; we understarid that someone is trying to block us and feel
angry; we grasp that someone is helping us with no apparent benefit to himself and we
feel gratitude. We see t he grayness of the day as rain approac hes a nd feel the mela n choly.3 In a medium, an artist can simulta neously communicate event and feeling. T his
is one example, but I suspect that by thinking directly in a given medium, the artist can
give form to all sorts of complexities that are difficult to capture in other ways. Each
medium has its own special properties which m ake it easier to think in certain ways
t hrough it. To th ink time is more difficult in the spatial arts than in writing or mus ic, for
example.
In order to th ink th rough a medium, a person needs skill. I reme mber a n incident
Herbeti Kohl wrote about. He was describing his work with p upils considered difficult to
reach and his meth od was to get t hem to w1ite. O ne little girl raised her hand and said
something like, "I would like to write abo ut my father if there is a word for him. But if
there is no word for him , I don't want to."
Leari1ing a skill is again a process that takes time, a developme nta l process, a nd for
artists it may be a lifelon g process. In interviews, a tiists frequently speak of their struggles
with the craft. For example , at one point Jane Cooper told us of "studying how to make
time happen in the present."
Studying the medium, learning the craft is a part of the life of the creative a rtist
which p re pares h er for the creative episod e, but a conscious attempt to do tricky things
with the meclium to express an idea is probably doomed. Beca use the a ti ist does not dress
a thought which is in her head in some other form and put it into the medium . she thinks
through it. Grace Paley said , "For me to understand something, I have to put it in fictional terms." T he ideas are thought in the flesh of character or event or shape or image
or rh ythm. In art, ideas are in fl esh .
T hink ing in the mediu m, cla rifying and developing that original germ does not occur
in an instant. Again, it is a process th at takes time.4 Partly this is because thinking in a
med ium is trying things out. An impulse is pulled out of the ever changing flow which is
our stream of thought and m ade a thing in the world which is not ephemera l. It sta nds to
face the atiist. He can look at it or hear it and then say to himself, " T hat's it, that's what I
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was going after," or "That's not it-it has to be something more like this."
Yan Gogh wrote to a friend:
" When I have a model who is quiet a nd steady and with whom I am acquainted,
then I draw repeatedly until there is one drawing that is different fi:om the rest,
which does not look like an ordinary study, but more typical and with feeling. All
the same it was made under circumstances similar to those of the others, yet the
latter have less feeling and life in them . . . As to The Little Winter Gardens, for
example, you said yourself they had so much feeling; all right, but that was not
accidental-I drew them several times and there was no feeling in them. T hen
afterwards-after I had done the ones that were so stiff-came the others. How
does it happen that I can express something of that kind ? Because the thing has
already taken form in my mind before I start on it. The first attempts are absolutely unbearable. I say this because I want you to know that if you see
something worthwhile in what I am doing, it is not by accident but because of real
intention and purpose."
For Yan Gogh, there was an intention, a direction, one he could not put into word s
and could not put on canvas -at first , but by working in the medium out in the world of
paint and canvas, the intention finally took flesh.
Grace Paley talked about writing her stories and she said, " I ta lk to the people. I talk
to som e of the people sixty times."
Hemingway wrote the last pages of A Farewell to Arms 37 times. Why, an inte rviewer
asked , what was the problem ? " Getting the words right."
The medium is kind of a reality principle. It shows us when we don't know what we
think. Have you ever thought you understood something and then when you try to put it
into words, the words fail and yo u d iscover that you don 't really understand . in fact you
can locate the points where the words and the thoughts , I should say the t houghts-in-thewords, a re h azy? Now you can go back a nd clarify or investigate a prob le m you didn't
know yo u had.
A friend of mine, a composer, told me he dreamt the most marvellous melodies, but
by morning they were forgotten. He resolved to keep music paper on his night table and
wri te d own the melody as soon as he awoke. T hat night, once again. he h ad a dream of a
ma rvellous 111elody. He awoke and imm ed iately wrote it down and the n went back to
sleep. The next morning, he looked at wh at he had written. My friend shook his hea d as
he told the story. "Charlotte," he said, "it was terrible. in the light of clay it was terrible."
Students sometimes tell me, I h ave an idea, but I can ' t say it. And I a nswer , you
don't know what the idea is until yo u say it- till you p ut it ou t' in the .world in some
.
medium.
·
_

'

The medium puts the clouds in our heads out in the ~ orld- a crystallized thing.
perh aps awkward and foggy but out in the world where the l::rea!or can look a t it, build on
it, think a bout it in a new way. Now the creati ve process becomes an ·'encounter between
the creator and that wh ich is being created. ·
So the creative process b egins. It starts wit h a hunch and er se nse of direction a nd
d evelops and grows th rough, thinking with the med ium. If you a re lucky, like Katherine
Anne Porter, something form s and fo rms a nd there is fl story. But if you are Joel
Spiegelman-here's how he te lls it:
" You never know when you start composing and when you think you are, you' re
not. You try and it doesn't go. You go away for a while and Io! the problem, the
notes you 've been .working with a long time-they begin to transform themselves."
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Or Grace Paley. She told us th at she writes the first paragraph of her stories out of
pure language. "It was the language that started me, made me think . . . I haven't the
vaguest idea what the story is, what page th ree is . . . Then maybe in a couple months I
write the next three pages and then I'm really stuck . . . Suddenly I get this thing, these
three to five pages which I really wrote before and I say 'My God' and that's what the
story is about because that's what my head has been forming."
These descriptions are reminiscent of a desc ription of the art of thought put forward
by Graham Wallas fifty years ago. He recognized thought as taking place in time and
distinguished four stages: preparation, incubation, illumination and verification.
Preparation involves a thorough investigation of the problem. He assumes that for
thinking, the problem first has to be clear. Incubation is a turning away from the problem
consciously and hopefully-an illumination, a discovery emerges from what Grace Paley
calls the compost heap of the mind. And then there is the workmanlike task of seeing
whether the solution is in fact a solution (verification). (It's a dangerous thing to teach
students Graham Wallas. A conversation that has taken place more than once in my office
goes like this. "How's your paper coming?" 'Tm still incubating." But never daunted I
then ask-"Have you thoroughly prepared?" And if the answer is yes, my next question
is, "Do you have a sense that you have a direction even if yo u don't yet know exactly what
it is-because if you don't have this, the process hasn't really started and you shou ld play
with the material until it happens.") I don't know what goes on during incubation, but I
suspect it is that initial sense of direction. lfit is strong enough, that remains active which
is ready to rise again into consciousness if there is a hint that the mind can find a way to
pursue it.5 Joel Spiegelman, at one point, spoke of finding one key which permitted him a
long extension and then he ran dry. "The n," he said, "I have to get far, far away . . . and
then the magic of an idea . . . may come to you in the shape of a building or a skyline, all
kinds of extra-musical sources and you draw some kind of relation to the musical shape."
In this description , an important thing to note besides the amount of incubation and
illumination, is that there is not a s ingle moment of discovery that solves all the problems.
Although some theoretical descriptions and some artists' accounts emphasize the
moment of insight, the sudden falling into place of all the parts, I suspect that extended
periods of work full of stops and starts punctuated by surprises large and small is more
typical. Along the way, it is easy to become afraid and despair. The id ea-in-tle<;h as it
faces the creator may be so far from the creator's intuition of his goal. Other aspects of
life which are not so difficult and so lonely may pull him away. The work may be aborted
before what for me is the most marvellous, mysterious and, so far, nameless part of the
creative episode : So, let me give it a name, the period oftotal centration.

It is the period for the writer when the characters take over, when the melodies flow
without forcing, when the painting seems to paint itself. The artist is tota lly absorbed in
the work. All the awkwardness that comes from watching yourself at work, from the fear
that what you are doing is no good, from careful critical selection is no longer a part of the
flow of thought and action. The artist's head, his hands, his lips are totally directed by the
forces that have been generated by the sense of direction and the ideas-in-flesh as he is
working with them. All intellectual and emotional resources, a ll skill s and experiences
become pati of the atiist's reach and movement toward the eventual goal. This total
<.:l'11tratio11 is a patiicular kind of consciousness. I
not speaking of a drug state; in fact,
I suspect that a sustained period of total centration might be almost impossible under
drugs.

am

me try to point at what I am talking about. As we look at a person in the stream of life we
can think of experiences as a constantly changing screen. Sometimes we focus our s~nse
organs and t~oughts a~d actions-which are our cameras-on pa11icular objects in the
world; sometimes what ts on the screen is the result of scanning. At night, when we go to
s!eep, we t~rn the ca~1eras off _and internal processes, not intentionally sought after or
tied to movmg about m the environment, are thrown up on the screen in dreams. y\, hile
we are awake, sometimes the images are sharply focussed, sometimes blurred. Sometimes
~e tu~n. our cameras ?n ourselves, and focus on our feelings. As experience progresses
from mfancy to matunty, the structures of experience, the frameworks which organize the
parts on the screen become differentiated . We become aware of ourselves in relation to
others, of a physical world that is separa te from self and of a social world that self is
separate from, but still dependent on and a part of. This framework of a self which is in
the world, a self_whic~ acts and wants and needs, a self that is perceived and judged by
other~, a self wh1c~ tnes and might fail-this framework of self-in-the-world recurrently
org_a111zes much o~ the experience projected on the screen as well as the though ts a nd
actions that flow from that organization. During periods of total centration, self-in-theworld, as a way of organizing experience, no longer pops in recurrently. For extended
periods, the organization, the flow and change, is determined by the object or the task on
which attention is centered. Actions and thoughts interact directly with that which attention is centered on without being diffracted, or narrowed , or redirected by other
conc~rns. Total centra_tion is not limited to the making of a work of art-the spectator
w_ho is completely lost m a play, the ball player whose mind and body, his eyes, his arms,
his torso are centered ?n the ~a~I that is coming at him , the attentive student reaching to
grasp what a teacher 1s explammg may be totally centered, so that self-conciousness no
longer pulls attention away. These are wonderful times; they have been described as
moments of full spontaneity and freedom . But the freedom and spontaneity do not come
from no structure or no direction to the flow of thought, but from such total concentration on a task and its direction and its structure, that all resources are directed
toward it. The person is freed of self-consciousness, of personal fears and hopes, and can
respond fully and free ly and spontaneously to whatever she is centered on.6
I~ the creative episode, when a period of total centration is reached, the developing
wor_k 1s the ce_nt~r. Only it_is on t he screen of experience and on the patterns of t hought.
~ct1on and fe~ltng can freely act on it and in terms of it without an intermediary
framework which would change the pattern . It is to describe t hese periods, when what
organizes and directs experience cannot be accounted for in terms of a conscious self
act~ng in the wo_rld, that psychologists and a rtists themselves speak of primitive processes
tak111g over. It Ls the personal unconscious, those repressed infantile wishes wh ich now
~an emerge to act on the work, says Freud. It is the archetypical forms, t hose universal
•~1ages tha~ can finally organize the work, says Jung. The sfructµre of personal emotional
ltfe an~ umvers~I ar~hetypica l forms, may indeed contribute to the development of the
work, to~· at t h1~ potnt, no. selective mechanism is preventing any important psychic
pattern from bemg drawn mto the work. But so too are those hard-won patterns of
thought and skill, the intricacies grasped in perception, a nd those bits and pieces of work,
aw~wa_rd and awful as_ they seemed which were early attempts to get at the something
wh1_ch impelled the atitst. "A poem uses everything we know, the s urprising things we
notice_, whatev~1:. "'.e can't solve and keeps on growing, but it has to reach beyond
autobiography 1f 1t 1s even to stay on the page," wrote Jane Cooper.

It's extremely difficult to talk about consciousness and its forms; psychologists gave
up many years ago and chose to study what was easier to make manifest and clear. But let

. Du ring t~e period of total centration all the patterns of the mind arc potentially
active. There 1s a center toward which a ll the activity flows a nd I believe that center is
neither the personal nor t he collective unconscious but that growing object in the world,
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of his work is solitary. The act of communication, of showing the work is his communion,
his affirmation of relatedness to human society.

those developing ideas-in-flesh, developing in relation to that initial intuition which
started the creative episode and the goal of articulate statement in the medium . T his is
the magnet that att racts and patterns all those resources which become available.

Children do not produce mature works of art. But they can get the joy of having a
sense of direction. T hey can get experiences which give them confi dence that by their own
thoughts and actions they can follow a direct ion to completion. They need encouragement
and opportunity for learning skills. T hey need experiences in thinking in a variety of
media and to be exposed to excellent examples of such thinking (Jane Cooper's mot he r
used to read Sha kespeare songs along with Mother Goose). T hey need to discover tha t
they can trust themselves to work alone. T hey need help in overcoming self-consciousness
and fears of making fools of themselves if they submerge themselves in a task. T hey need
models that exemplify the standard of truth.

These periods are recalled as period s of incredible joy, even ecstasy. Thought and
action , interaction with the work becomes as smooth and flowing as a dance, and ideas
seem to emerge out of nowhere. T he work seems to create itself, because the creator's
picture of himself as working does not obstruct the flow between himself and his work.

It would be nice to report that once total centration is reached, all problems are
solved and the work is finish ed. Sometimes, some lucky times this is how the creative
episode reaches a climactic conclusion. But more typically, periods of centration come
and go in waves. If the work is a long or complex work, days and weeks of work are involved and in that time, t he attention of the atiist must be shared by other aspects of life.
Centration achieved one day is lost the next. Aloneness valued one d ay beca use it is one of
the conditions of centration becomes a horror of loneliness and emptiness the next.
Artists do all sorts of tricks to try to lose themselves and get centered on the work. They
play divergent thinking gam es, d o Yoga or meditation, establish private rituals, order
themselves to sit with their work a prescribed number of hours a day, go into
psychoanalysis to get access to material they think may be preventing them from giving
themselves t o the work. This last point is a reminder tha t it is difficult for someone who is
deeply frightened to achieve centration , because centration requires that no aspect of
psychic structure be forbidden territory. T his is what Jane Cooper meant when she said,
"There is a certain vulnerability that is part of every decent poem. "

Well , it's been quite a journey-following the creative episode th rough time. After
the journey the paradoxes with which I started d on't seem quite so paradoxical. T he
creative process involves freedom, and sponteneity. T he creative process demands
discipline and concentration, a commit ment to work. It involves the primit ive a nd
emotional , intelligence and thought ; it calls upon fantasy and inventiveness, a willingness
to deviate from what it is; it demand s honesty and a commitment to truth. It is an expression of self and it cannot take place without forgetting the self; it is a joy and a terror ;
it is its own reward ; it requires encouragement and understa nding from others. From the
perspective of time, all of these ente r into the creative process.

The pull of the work must be very strong, strong enough to survive the frustrations of
the early attempts in the medium which seem to mock, the turning away from the work,
the achievement, then the loss of centration. What is the pull ? I' ll let G race Paley tell you
what the pull is for her. We were discussing one of the stories in which she said she was
writ ing about a boy who was t rying to be a "good and creative" person. Someone asked
whether she thought the words were synonomous. She said no, but that people who want
to be good interest her very much. Now I'll quote exactly.

Notes
1. In addition to these theories, the course also includes the works of Rudolf Arnheim , Solomon Asch , and Max Wertheimer-and the works of Lawrence Kubie, Ernst Kris, Ernest Schachtel, Frank Barron, and Anne Roe.

2. Arnheim has looked closely at the visua l medium a nd the ways in which artists think in it. See his Visual Thinking.
(Berkeley: University of Californ ia Press, 1969) and his Art and Visual Perception (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1954).
3. I am indebted to Solomon Asch's analysis of emotion put forth in his Social Psychology (New York: Prentice-Hall
1952).
'

Question: Then there's no morality that seem s to underlie creative people.
Grace Paley: It's the morality of telling the truth. That has to be the prime and
only thing. To be an artist is to have an absolute compulsion to teJI the truth.
Some people just want to be writers. T hat's different alread y. It's not the same
tning at all.
Q uestion: Did you want to be a writer ?

l

4. Arnheim chronicles the progress of Picasso's thinking in the medium through time as he worked on the mural
Guendca. See Arnheim, R. Picasso's Guenzica: The Genesis ofa Painting. (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1962),
5. This line of thinking associates incubation with the tension of incompleted tasks studied by Bluma '.leigarnik and Kurt
Lewin.
6. T his account of total centration was stimulated and influenced by Max Wertheimer's account on centering on a
problem in order to do "productive thinking." See his Productive Thinking (New York: Ha rper and Row, 1959)
especially pages 179-180.
·

Grace Paley: Yes, I did. I reaJly wanted to be a writer . . . I always did think I
was a writer , it was only when I hit that thing, which was not when I was
young-it wasn't until I had developed this absolute compulsion to know the
truth somehow, to deal with it, that I really considered that I became a writer
dealing with it at all, or that I wrote decently.

'l

" How d o you know when a poem is done?" We asked Jane Cooper. "It's like a d oor
clicking shut," she said. But then she added, "At a certain point you know that it's the
best you can get it." And at that point the creative episode has reached its other bound ary. From the init ial sense of direction through the awkward first a ttempts in the
medium which make the impulse into a thing in the world . perhaps a turning away,
through cycles of centration and failure, fin ally a work is made. Now the ar tist turns to the
world and shares the truth he has captured in flesh. T his is another importa nt period in
the life of a n artist. Like ea-:h of us, the a1i ist is a social human being who needs a place in
the social world a nd a function in the social order, perha ps all the more because so much
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Cliildre!l Are D(ft'erent From Adults

TOWARD A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE
ON THE CREATIVE PROCESS*

Edna Shapiro
Bank Street College ofEducation

Mention of creativity often brings out the worst in people, leading them to misty-eyed
romanticism, or- perhaps in compensation- to a preoccupation with measurable indices
and countable acts. Educators devise curricula to encourage "c reativity" in children. and
psychologists invent m easures of "creativity" and its correlates in children and adults.
Most psychological studies define and attempt to measure creativity in terms of
associative flu ency or uniqueness of response, and most curricu la d esigned to promote
creativity teach problem-solving strategies. Creative processes in adults and children, in
these conventional approaches, are treated as essentially similar. In this paper, I want to
look at cr eativity and creative processes from a different vantage point. I want to draw
what I believe to be crucial distinctions between creativity in the growing child a nd in the
mature artist, and to suggest ways in which current developmental theory can illuminate
our understanding of the processes of the development of creativity.
Creativity is a grand and unwieldy topic ; and it is necessary to delineate it m ore
precisely for our purposes. First, I sh ould like to dispense with questions of originality.
When something is judged as being original t he implication is that it is therefore endowed
with a special meaning-for society as well as for the creator. When a child creates
something, it is likely that the processes involved are similar, whether the outcome is
unique or whether someone else has done it before. Second, I should like to dispense with
the question of talent. Talent is a gift, a nd the Muse favors only a few; in te rms of our
discussion of developmental issues, talent is not a relevant dimension.
Our purposes are to try to ascertain what a re the necessary conditions, the requisite
capacities for making something . Creative processes involve problem-solving, the ability
to utilize available strategies, a nd the m obilization of cognitive abilities. At the sa me time,
creative processes involve the symbolic expression of emotion. Thus, the interplay of
cognitive and affective processes directed to making something is of prima ry concern.
To look at the creative process in developmental terms we also need to ask: Are the
principles, standards, and values we use in looking at the creative thinking and creative
products of ad ults the same as those we use, or should use, in looking at children's
creative thinking and creative products? Further, can we apply to childre n's creative work
some of the same concepts that have been helpful in characterizing and comprehending
other products and acts which are not labeled creative? And finally, a re there identifiable
developmental stages, qualitative shifts in the form a nd content of children's creative
work?
*This paper is based on a talk given at a conference on The Creative Process , at Bank Street College, May 1974. This
paper has profited from the lively discussion of participants in the conference. I a m also especially indebted to my
colleague, Doris Wallace, for help in clarifying the ideas and their expression. The limitations are, of course, mine alone.
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Artists and writers, teachers and parents , theorists and romantics have appreciated
and admired the spontaneity and apparent ease, the free flow of associations, and the
inventiveness with which children go about making things. Young children seem able to
get absorbed in this process with less fuss, and less self-examination than adults.. They are
less masked: the adult, without too much difficulty, can read the symbols, follow the
associations, and spot the influences. Children appear to have readier access. to
preconscious sources and primary process mod es of thinking. (Of co~r~e. we are talkmg
here about younger children. Everyone bemoans the "loss" of creat1v1ty, the retreat to
conventional imagery, the decline of the creative impulse in older children. We shall come
back to this later.)
When we judge children's creative work in this way, we are guilty of a~ul~omorphism . If there is one central governing idea in developmental psychology, tt ts that
children are not merely smaller, less capable, or less knowledgeable than adults, but that
there are qualitative dlfferences in children's modes of _thi?king and ex_pression of
feelings. Data from countless studies demonstrate convmc ingly that children conceptualize the world in ways that are qualitatively different from those of adults. But t!1e
conventional approach to children's creative work tends to use adult work ~s the met~·~c.
The child's work is judged not necessarily as if it were an adult product, but m terms of tts
similarity or dissimilarity to adult work. We have to look at children's. work as ~ork done
by children. It is not hard to keep separate standards for_ a Fra Angeltco_ and a f?ur-yearold painting, and few children spontaneously write sestmas .. When artist~ c~lttvate the_
primitive and the minimal, however, it is easy to judge the child 's production tn terms of
the aesthetics of the m ature artist.
Children's creativity is constrained , not only by lack of knowledge a nd experience,
Jack of sophistication in the medium, lack of awareness ofor interes'. in ?Teat wo1:ks of the
past, but primarily by the child's level and quality of conceptualtzat1on and inference
about the world.
Children are caught up in the world of appearances. Their perceptions dominate
their concepts. Their vantage point is the self, and it ta kes them quite a time ~o be able to
view things and events from the point of view of another person. It takes time to learn
what is reality and what is fantasy, to lea rn what comes from the self and w~at from
outside, to learn that words h ave only a limited magic. _Inm_iature. concep~s, ~us10~1s a _nd
confusions operate in what the child creates as well as tn hts responses to Ptagettan interviews.

Thought "Versus" Feeling
The mind does not h ave a category called "creative." Creative imagination is p art of
the structure of thought. Furthermore, the impulses that may g_i~e rise to, and !he
emotions that are expressed in , creative work a re mediated by cogntttve processes which
determine their form and t he possibilities for their expression in a given medium . Thus,
the creative process derives from both cognitive and affective structures.
A conventional way of distinguishing the atis from the sciences is based on the
assumption , or conviction, that the sciences reflect logic, analysis, and cognition; the arts,
spontaneity, imagination, and em otion. T he philosopher N~lson Goodman argues
cogently for a dynamic between th ese polarities in aesthetic experie nce:
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. . . the domineering dichotomy between the cognitive and the emotive. On the
one side we put sensation, perception, inference, conjecture, all nerveless inspection and investigation, fact, and truth; on the other, pleasure, pain, interest,
satisfaction , disappointment, all brainless affective responses, liking and
loathing. This pretty effectively keeps us from seeing that in aesthetic experience
the emotions function cognitively (Goodman, 1968, pp. 247-248).

When we look to developmental theory, we see that two great exponents, Freud and
Piaget, each focus on one aspect of psychological functioning and development: Piaget's
primary concern is with the development of logical thinking, and Freud 's with the
evolving structure of the affective life. While Piaget does not ignore affect, nor Freud
thinking, neither takes the synthesis of the two systems as a primary issue. The breach
between cognitive-developmental theory and psychodynamic theory has been so wid e and
so noticeable that, in recent years, a number of theorists have attempted to point to
constructs that can integrate these two grand designs and explanatory systems (see, for
example, Wolf, 1960; Gouin-Decarie, 1965; Gardner, l 973). Barbara Biber and I have
also been working on explicating a theoretical orientation which we call the developmental-interaction approach; it takes as its central tenet the interaction of cognitive and
affective processes, and is directed to specifying implications for the ed ucation of you ng
children (see Shapiro and Biber, 1972).
The construction of a conceptual framework which integrates cognitive and affective
concepts and can provide a genuinely interactive formulation is essential for an understanding of creative processes. For, in our view, the creative im agi nation synthesizes
the cognitive and the affective.

Developmental Stages in the Process of Creativity
Before discussing the connections between developmental stages and creative work.
it is necessary to specify certain core ideas that govern the analysis. We assume that
specific capacities underly and are prerequisite to the ability to create something. F irst.
the creative process is based on the capacity for symbolizing. Margery Franklin ( 1973).
describing the emergence and development of non-verbal representation, points out that
"the creation of symbols rests on establishing certain correspondences between the formwhich-symbolizes and that-which-is-symbolized." The capacity to perceive correspondences, then, is a necessary prerequisite to symbolizing. Further, we assume that the
process of creating something involves the intention to create. Franklin points out that
"representational functioning . . . involves a distinctive orientation . . . an intention to
let one aspect of experience 'stand for' another in a particular way." The act of making
may have fortuitous features, but intent is necessary. This does not mean that the maker is
consciously awa re of what is going to be made.
Given the capacity to symbolize a nd the intention to create something, the intention
has to be realized in a particular medium. Gombrich (196]) and Arnheim (1954) ·have
emphasized the crucial importance of the medium in creative work . "Representation
never produces a replica of the object but its structural equivalent in a given medium"
(Arnheim, 1954, p. 162). T he creative process involves the search for equivalences of form
in a particular medium, and the medium imposes its conditions, and offers a range of
possibilities.

I. Presymbolic to Emerging Symbolism
All observers agree that the infant is pre-artistic. The infant is busy beginning to sort
out experiences and construct a world. It appears to be a shaky world , with relatively little
order, sequence and constancy. An early landmark occurs around eight to nine months
when the world of "fluctuating tableaux" becomes one of permanent people and permanent objects. Early imitative action , language and gesture, the taking of part for whole,
are significant ways of perceiving that one thing can stand for, that is. represent another.
But not until the child is about one-and-a-half to two do we see a stable emergence of
symbolization.

II. Early Symbolization to Beginning R epresentation
The capacity for representatio n opens new possibilities for creating, and for the recreation of experiences. The child begins to pretend, to take roles in dramatic play. In
early play the child becomes the other, involving the whole self in this becoming.
Jacqueline Piaget at age 2:2 (23):
"She pretended to be ironing like the washerwoman, but a moment later she was
the washerwoman: 'It's Mme. Sechaud ironing."'

At age 2:4 (8):
"She was her mother, 'it's mummy,' and said to her father, 'Come kiss mummy, '
and kissed him" (Piaget, 1962, p. 125).

This use of the self is described by Rosalind Gould (1972) in her study of children's
fantasy expression as direct-I representation. Although it is more advanced than simple
imitation , or imitation when th e model is not present, direct-I representa tion bespeaks an
early phase of symbolizing capacity .
. The two-year-old h as not yet clearly differentiated subject and object, image and
realtty. Two- to three-year-olds often react to pictures and toys as if they were the object
they represent-a confusion which books like Pat the Bunny capitalize on. Even after the
child is able to make the distinction between reality and representation, it may not be a
stable distinction: certain pages in the book are to be skipped because the picture of the
storm is too frightening and may leap off the page.
In Barbara Biber's early study of children's drawings, she describes the drawings of
two-year-olds: the action is large, the crayon i·s clutched (the ch ild may alternate the use of
left and right hands); the action in the arm may reverberate throughout tihe whole body;
the crayons are toys as well as tools. Not surprisingly, the drawings are formless and
unorganized. "They are more the incidental records of an exploratory kind of action than
the coordinated products of a giv_e n type of activity" (Biber,' l 935, p. 17).
G ive the two- or two-and-a-half-year-old a pencil and paper, a brush, paint and
paper, a ball of plasticene: scribbles, and patches and blobs will be produced. Something
is being made, but it is-not creative in the sense that there is intentionality or direction.
The child focuses on the motor acts of moving the pencil or crayon, across and around the
page, lifting the brush, watching the color transfer from can to brush to paper; feeling the
dampness and resistance of the plasticene. The very young are sometimes less focused and
glance around the room while making what they are making.

A developmental analysis can be roughly divided into four sequentia l phases. a ll
concerning the development of essential capacities.

To shift to the verbal medium, consider t he play with words and verbal pattern of the
nighttime crib monologues of Ruth Weir's two-and-a-half-year-old son, Anthony (almost
as famous as the Piaget children).
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Turn around
Turn around
Look at donkey
T hat's the boy
That's the donkey
. . . . . . . . . . . " (Weir, 1962, p. 138).

Soon the child begins t o notice what has been made, perhaps because of the particular contour of a line , the juxtaposition of two phrases, o r the d iscovery of a technique.
It beains to loo k like or sound like something. Golumb, studying the development of
repre:entation in a three-dimensional medium (playdough) notes, 'The discovery that
specific mot ions, such as rolling the dough or flattening it, create playdough forms,
profoundly affects the child's attitude toward (the) task, and eventually leads to the
emergence of the first representational models" (Golumb, 1972, p. 389).

Ill. T/i e Development of Intentionality and Representation
The deliberate making of shapes, elabo ration of patterns, combination of parts.
repetitions, marks the beginning of intent ional representatio n. When Gould describes the
shifts in th e way children represent themselves in play, she refers to a shift in intentiona lity. Further, the children become more certain about what is real a nd what
pretend , a certainty which requires control of th e affective content involved, as well as the
(more cognitive) ability to step back for perspective, to decenter, to achieve "dista nce"
from fantasized expression.
Coordinating intention and making requires the ability to function representationally. On the o ne hand, the self and inner impulses and feelings in this process a re d ifferentiated from outside reality; and, on t he other hand. fantasy a nd reality elem ents a re
fu sed (but not confused).
When we say that creative work is constrained by the level of cognitive a nd affective
development, this is not to say that the a1iistic product can be take n as a reflection of
what the individual knows, or of his impulse life. T here is a tradition in psychological
theory which assumes that the creative product, especially drawings, offers parallels to
intellectual development. This is epitomized by Florence Goodenough's comment in 193 1
that the young child "draws what he knows." This assumption underlies th e use of
children's drawings of the human fig ure as an index of intellectual development
(Good en ough , 1931 ; Harris, 1963). A parallel line of thought takes the child's drawing of
the human figure as an expressio n of body-im age, as an unconscious or preco nscious
representation of the self (Mac hover , 1949). There is however, considerable evidence that
yo ung children's perceptual concepts of the human figure, of trees, houses, sun. a nd
flowers are considerably more differentiated than their pictorial represen tations show.
Their concepts and feelings about people are a lso considerably articulated even though
the complexity of concept is not a lways reflected in the kind s of stories they make up.
Representation can neither be read off literally, nor can it be taken as dream stuff. Arnheim ' s " structural equivalent" within a medium is itself subject to principles of perceptual and cognitive growth.

IV. T/i e Development of Craft
W orking within a medium , the child begins to develop a more differentiated approach. Once the simpler problems have been solved, it is possible to tackle more complex
o nes. In the graphic media children and adults are first d epicted as equal in size (cf.
Arnheim, 1954; Smith, 1972); later, sex and age a re differentiated. In sto ries, plot-lines
become elabo rated , and characters have attributes a nd feelings, and perhaps a past
history.
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~ach art form has its craft, a body of tech nique; it is lea rned thro ug h individual
e~penm~nt, by cha1~ce, by examining the work of peers. hearing stories. looking at
pictures 111 ?ooks, gomg to museums, watching television. T he young child has no sense of
the conventio ns; and the world is not yet neatly labeled and ordered. But the c hild b g·11
I
·
.
e 1s
to earn t 11e _tncks of the t rad e--how to lay on the paint, mix colo rs, represent perspective;
or that _ston e~ are supposed to have a beginning, middle and end. T here is a beginning
sense of creatmg a "work": the nine-year-o ld boy writes a "book."
Kenneth _K och says that children want to write but they d on't know what to write
abo ut. So he g ives them- not exactly ideas, but formu lae, for exa mple, " I used to be .. .
but ~.ow I am • .. " The result is poetry : "I used to be a goldfish/ but now I a m a g irl
. . . (Koch , 1970).
.

Ch!ldren of el:mentary school age, then, have the necessary capacities for engag ing
creative work. It they have had the o pportunity to experiment with va rio us media, to
explor~ the possibilities and limitations a nd special characteristics of diffe rent media,
they will have de:eloped base competencies. Once the basic competencies have been
developed, the child may or may not be able to continue to e ngage in c reative work.
?ardne~· ~197_3) s~es the young child as a rtist because the cognitive structures necessary
for pa~·t1c1pat1on_ 111 the arts are developed by the age of eight or so. But why do some turn
away_from creative expression and others take up a continuous struggle for expression in
creative work?
111

There is a good de~I of speculatio n about why, as children get older, the work they do
beco1~1es. more conven_t1onal and less "interesting"; and why so many lose interest in
workmg 111 the expressive media. In writing, it may be that the pressure for correct form
(gram~1iar, spelling,_ capitalization) inhibits; the medium becomes merely syntax. In the
g~·a ph1c ~nd p_la~ttc arts, the discrepancy between intent and product may be
d1s_courag111g. S11111larly, in the performing arts, the pe1forme r must m eet ever more
strmgent standard s of adequacy, if not excellence.
Older children a re less open in expressing their feelings a nd more likely to have
deve~oped ~ self-protective facade. Especia lly in a competitive society, fear of fa ilure, of
n_iak1_ng a fool_of oneself, inhibits experimentation. Also, participation in the arts has to
vie with o ther mterests and obligations-school work, sports , soci al life , and so on.
Even if we consider talent, or even proficiency, we must admit that we just d on't
know why the zes_t for creative "".ork persists in some and atrop hies in others. Hopefully,
teachers who ~1:e. ~tt uned to chtld ren's interests, capacities and fears cap help to keep
open the poss1b1ltt1es for personally satisfying experiences in the a1is. T he success that
~eachers lt~e Koch, and those in the Artists and Writers Collaborative, have had lies not
1~ presentmg fomrn lae, but in keeping spontaneity a nd · e·n thusiasm alive within the
formu lae, a1~d th_en using t_he formulae as steppingstones to encourag ing fresh perception
and expression 111 the child's own form .
Given th~ requisite capacities and the oppo rtunity ~o develop them, we do not all
become creative artists. A number of imponderables -motivatio n, tale nt, chance en co1;1~ters--determine the fate of creative endeavo r. Those who commit themselves to
. contmue ~o _d evelop their _capacities for creative expression are distinguished by certain
charact~nst1cs which, while rarely present in childhood , seem to be a n inevitable accom~amment _to the development of the creative artist in any medium. These are increasmg techmcal competence and, more important, the development of a persona l style.
T he ~hild n~ov:s from a personalized to a more conventional form of expression.
Young children, 111 fact, do not seem patiicularly sensitive to individual style (see Gard-
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ner, 1972); and they themselves do not manifest personal style, although they may have
idiosyncratic and identifiable ways of making things, or particular themes that recur in
their work. The mature artist, on the other hand , moves toward a personal style or may
work in a variety of styles before developing a unique way of working in his or her chosen
medium. Style requires a ce1iain self-consciousness and distancing ability. Atiists must
have the critical capacity to view their own work with some measure of objectivity.
(Gardner separates the roles of artist, performer, audience and critic, but artists have also
to be performers, audience and critics of their own and others' work.)
Finally, perhaps the hallmark of the artist is commitment. The mature a rtist is not
just an older and more competent version of the child a1tist. Volumes h ave been written
about the sources of creative impulse, the motives and insistent themes. But little is
known about the compulsion to set and solve problems in a particular medium , about
why an individual devotes a life to creating and re-creating symbolic statements about the
world, in an attem pt to understand, and communicate that understanding.

3 Te h ·
·
.
c rnque is a means. Formulae and trick f
sta rted and to develop craft. But this should no
s o the trade help child ren to get
express their own ideas.
t take the place of encouraging them to
4. An open exploratory approach to materials d
. .
Rules and formal restrictions should " 11
f
an media is a necessa 1y first step
·
LO ow rom rather th
b
.
· ·
·
mto new ways of recreating expe1·1·en
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·d .
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With this in mind , many schools Ion a : : : as a deterre~t to creativity (Biber, 1959).
their stories to bypass the problem gth gt th opt~d the device of having children dictate
.
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To summarize, children 's creative work is different from that of adults, and the work
of young children must be viewed in a d evelopmental context. T he principles which have
governed the analysis of developmental sequence are:

S. Teachers can help children especiall old . .
control. This can be a delicate matt' . 0
y
et children, to keep their intent under
level of aspiration. but espec1'ally" ~r. I ·1nde wa_nts to encourage expansiven ess and a high
..
'
'
101 c 11 ren tn the
cnttcal faculties are honed to a fine ed
.
uppe_r e 1~mentary grades, when selfthe field.
ge, too high an aspira tion level ca n lead to leaving

1. Representational ability rests on the ability to symbolize, and to intend.
Representational competence and the concomitant ability to achieve distance, to separate
self and object, are essential to creative work.

. 6. Luck, chance, the happy acciden t all la
.
.
Louts Pasteur's comment "Ch
"
.'
p y a pa1t tn the creative process. But
'
ance 1avo1s the prepared
. d " .
teachers.
mm , 1s a good motto for

2. The individual 's, especially the child's, cognitive and affective development
determine the kinds of equivalences of form and content that will or can be searched for
and dealt with.
3. Creative work has to be viewed in the context of the particular medium in which it
is expressed, which imposes its own conditions, possibilities a nd problems. (We know very
little about the interplay of central psychological processes and the characteristics of
different media. Most studies of creati_ve expression in children concern expression in a
particular medium, with emphasis on the expression and not on the medium. Theorizing
about the d evelopment of creativity in children requires a broader base, including studies
of the media and their interrelations. This would throw light on questions such as: Are
some difficulties intrinsic to a medium rather than to developmental processes? In what
ways is working in three-dimensional form related to working in two-dimensional form?
What are th e parallels and differences of working in the temporal medium of music as
opposed to the spatial medium of drawing and paint ing?)

Implications for Teaching
Although unanswered questions remain, on the basis of what we know there are
direct implications for teachers.

1. Children take their work seriously, and adults and teachers should take it
seriously too. In this context it is important not to romanticize, not to be adultom orphic,
and to keep one's sense of humor.
2. Taking work seriously means that one should respond to it honestly. An appreciative, n on -disparaging critique can be helpful and will destroy neither the child nor
the work. We have all been primed not to say, "What is it?" when a child shows us a
drawing or painting. Sometimes "What is it?" is replaced by a noncommittal, "Oh , how
nice." T his is not much help. Encourage, but don't be afraid : "I really like the way you've
handled this part . .. this section doesn't come off so well . . . " Or, "These first few
lines are grand, but then it kind of peters off, don't you think. Maybe you can do some
more with it . . . "
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organizations can be seen in their relation to the entire cognitive process. Thus there is
much in Piaget's work that can be seen a s a contribution to the understanding of
creativity; in fact much that can subsume recent approaches to creativity.

PIAGET ON COOPERATION, CREATIVITY
AND COGNITIVE PROCESS
Luciana V. Steinzor
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I want to go somewhat into detail on the notion of discovery and invention. Let us
take what Piaget says about creative imagination. " . . . creative imagination is t he
assimilatory activity at t he state of spontaneity. "3 We know that assimil ation entails the
use of already acquired schemas; that play is a pure form of assimilation, when considered per se, as dissociated from its complementary counterpa1i, accommodation. Play is
pleasure and so is creative imagination. When a child plays, he tends to maintain already
acquired schemas, and he tends to modify, to distort whatever comes his way, to m ake it
fit into his style, into his view of the situation. In so doing, the child finds new connections, he invents, and creates new organizations. Here is the point I want to make now.
These new connections are strange, private, and egocentric. T hey a re, in Piaget's terminology, in disequilibrium. They are persona l constructs. T his is on ly half the story.
Piaget goes on to say, "Creative imagination does not d iminish with age, but . . . is
grad ually re-integrated in intelligence, which is thereby correspondingly broadenect."4
The disequilibrium itself gives rise naturally to the search for equilibrium. Here is one
case of creative imagination. When a child , who is at the pre-operational level, is trotting
on a broom and chants 'giddyap, giddyap,' he is sub ordina ting the characteristics of a
horse and a broom to his own activity of trotting . T he organization, by wh ich the child 's
activity distorts objects will be re-integrated into a new intellectu al level when the child
will no longer center on his own activity but on the objects which he had thus fa r
subordinated to it. He will then compare the b room to a horse and find it lacking. There
will come a point, as you so often see in nursery schools, when the child will no longer be
content with the broom; he will want his horse to have a head and maybe to make some
sounds. At that point the child will have taken a better look both at the h orse and at the
broom a nd will h ave become aware of some c haracteristics of which he was not aware
before. T hen , his intelligence will have broadened by the acq uisition of new relations.
How does this reintegration take place? In the same way that intelligence develops
through all stages. It takes place when an interest in differences occur, when the novelty
of an object or in1age starts making sense to the child, when accom modation re-eq uilibrates
assimilation. When the child insists that the broom needs a mane, a brid le, etc., his initia l
creative act of assimilation will have resulted in the broadening of his intelligence, of his
und erstanding of the characteristics of a h orse as well as of a broom.

To emphasize furth er the vastness of the inte llectua l band d ea lt with by Piaget and
the function of creativity in the d evelopment of intelligence'. let 1,1s b riefly consider the idea
of t he unconscious. This idea, as described by the psychoanalytic approach to persona lity
is ubiquitous in the literature on creativity. Piaget speaks of "cognitive u nconscious," as
the unconscious aspects present in a ll forms of thought, "An unconscious thought is a
se ries of operations, no longer effective and at h and, if you like, b ut po tential and sketched by the organism. "5 Most of our cognitive life is unconscious: we a re awa re of the
conte nts but not of the structures. For example--give a child the task of throwi ng a ball
into a container. The motion of the child 's arm will not be stra ight from the body to the
container and when you ask t he child in what way did he throw the ball , h e will say that he
threw it from here (his hand) to there (the container). If you ask t he child to observe wha t
he is doing whe n he throws the ball, so that he can see his ha nd going backwa rds before
going forward , he will still believe that his hand threw the ball straight. T his is a case of
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cognitive repression , similar to emotional repression in the psychoanalytic view. The c hild
actually sees what he is doing, but he cannot take some of the aspects of his behavior into
account because they do not fit into his present knowledge of movement and speed. The
fact that we are not aware of the structures that we use in our activity, makes the discovery
of them an unexpected surprise. When such discovery represents a new stage, a new step
in the development of intelligence, then we can speak of creative experience.
When does the notion of cooperation join with the notion of creativity? The junction
is at the point where new systems of thoughts and structures are created by each individual and come to be shared by other individuals.
Piaget speaks of co-operations (with a dash) meaning a system of cooperations
shared by man y individuals. Co-operation is the opposite of ego-centrism. When a child,
or a person of any age, is ca pable of seeing his interpretations, his symbols and images,
his creations and discoveries from the point of view of other people and can the refore
coordinate these different points of view, he is in a cooperative situation. Operation
necessarily requires collaboration and exchange between people. 6
According to Piaget, children's intelligence d evelops through interaction with peers,
meaning individuals who do not engage in a relation of constraint and unilaterality. To
reach the level of operations, concrete and formal. the individual must free himself from
his egocentric position; he d oes so by engaging in collective actions. How this change
occurs can be seen in pa1i in Piaget's detailed observations. Until further research it still
remains somewhat of a mystery.
What I find interesting is the point that as long as there is unilaterality of relations
there is no cooperation and there is no development t o and through the stages of
operations. For the child at the pre-operatory level, unilaterality is a necessity. He is
egocentric in his thinking and he cannot be otherwise. But a person who is at a later stage
of intellectual development (such as a parent or a teacl er or an older child) can interact
with a child in a cooperative manner; can see his point oitview, understand where he is at,
even though the child cannot reciprocate intellectually. T his is where we as educators can
learn to be useful to the developing child and to each other. If a teacher engages the child
unilaterally and expects obedience, rote learning of what the child has not yet understood,
condemns and judges the child's mistakes instead of finding their contextual meaning,
that teacher is training the child to be imitative, to refrain from creative, spontaneous
assimilation to wh at is already known and to accommodate to imposed requirements.
Accommodation, imitation are just as necessary to the development of intelligence as
spontaneous and creative activity. T he question concerns the optimum of their relation.
Cooperation seem s to b e the answer: reciprocity with the child whenever he is capable of
it; respect for his unilaterality, for his egocentric a utonomy when he is inca pa~le of
reciprocity.
Piaget has often expressed his concern 7 that the educational aspects of the environment, because of the normative cultural expectations will tend to give such importance to imitation that we end up with imitative rather th an creative minds. Here we
see that cooperation can reestablish the equilibrium , away from imitation toward
spontaneous activity.
When is it that the child will tend to dwell too long on the imitative as pect of the
cognitive process? T his occurs when the imitated model carries a ut hority and superiority.
Then the playful, spontaneous, individual activity will be foregone . Very little differences
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will appear among different individuals' products. Piaget accuses adults of maintaining
the children in their egocentric position, of actually standing in the way of their
development in cooperation and autonomy. He says this clearly in regard to moral
development but it is implicit also in other aspects of personality development. That is why
he would like to see children work, at least part of the time, with other children. You, as
teachers, know how well children learn from each other. Returning to our previous
example: if a child is riding a broom and another child keeps coming around saying,
"That's not a horse" or insists that his own broom should have features more like that of
a horse, this may provoke one of those environmental differences that are the key to
change in the child' s intelligence. If all children were satisfied or if you insisted that
similar brooms should be good enough horses t o all children, then some change wo uld
still occur, but it would have to be initiated outside this group or at a later time. A multiage, multi-level group seems to be conducive to acceleration of chan ge.
The child finds it easier to learn from another child than from an adult, except from
the ad ult who is capable of establishing a cooperative relation with him. It is not a m atte r
of age or size or distance in cognitive development; it's a matter of attitudes. ¼hen you
read Piaget, for example his Moral Development of the Child, yo u are struck by those
beautifully cooperative conversations he has with children. He starts some of his "interviews" by saying something like, "You know, parents and teachers sometimes d on't
know how to go about being fair with children. It's hard to know what is rig ht. ½ hat
would you think fair t o do in a situation such as etc.?" Piaget does not say: " We think this
is best; what do you think about it ?" The accent is not on the supe riority of the teache rs,
the parents or the interviewer.
It is only from the adult's point of view that the child is incapable of true cooperation
until he reaches at least a concrete operationa l level. From the child's, from tile actor's
viewpoint, there is cooperation. For example- in what we call collective monologues, it
appears that no communication takes place among the speakers. However each child who
speaks does expect the others to understand. From our point of view, cooperation and
mutuality are absent; from each ch ild's viewpoint, cooperation and mutuality are par t of
the situation, in the form of expectation s. T he notion that the child cannot cooperate
before the operational level is not absolute: it is relative to the ob server 's sta ndpoint.
One of the functions of adults in a group of c hildren is to help them move out of
boredom, out of unprod uctive repetitions. Sometimes children get into games that go on
endlessly; the long repetitions may be necessary to consolidate a skill, a meaning; maybe
there is more variety than you can detect. When do you interve·ne? When the play, the
game, the exercise turns from being fun, from a spontaneous expression of important
feelings, from playfulness and attentiveness to distracted .01: compulsive repet ition, when
the child sta1is acting like a broken record then, you · perhaps should intervene, redirecting and introducing new elements.
<\nother function of t he ad ult among ch ildren is to help them e nter a socia l world
whose rules do not appear as an absolute but as amenable to the influence of individ uals
and subject to their interpretations. If the child in his socialization has to obey absolute
rules, there will be not o nly emotional but also intellectua l repression. If a child lea rns
math through d iscovery, he will soon find that his own discovery is s ha red by othe rs.
Mathematical operations will then appear n ot just as rules g iven by the math book or by
the teacher, but as his own rules, which of necessity coincide wit h other people's rules.
Thus he overcomes his ego-centrism . In the moral a nd social realm, t he same process can
occur.
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Of course there are rules that the child cannot understa nd, although he may respect
them out of that mixture offear and love that defines, according to Piaget, his respect for
the ad ult, not out of reciprocity. In order for adults to help the child reciprocate, we have
to go on with our own views, with our rules. Let's take the old example of the teacher who
shouts "Don 't shout!" It doesn't work. If a teacher whispers, "Speak quietly," that works
better, but not for all. You still will have the child who may listen but does not hear the
teacher's admonition. When he is able to have control of his voice or, for various reasons,
reaches the point when he is able, or chooses, not to shout, he will feel that he has entered
a common, reciprocal rule. This is the function of modeling behavior, attitudes, ways of
thinking.
The development of intelligence, through creativity and cooperation, involves taking
risks, giving up the familiar for the puzzling experience, in short, allowing for a process of
disequilibrium to take place. For some individuals the swing can be very wide, or can be
very narrow for some areas and very wide for othe rs. For some individuals the swing can
be uneven , not rhythmic and result in an enduring state of disequilibrium-which is
abnormality, as defined by Piaget. But one has to take the chance of being somewhat
"abnon11al" for a while, of facing descrepa ncies and unsettling experiences in order to
break the equlibriurn a nd recon struct a new-~e. As Piaget says, once you have reached a
new equilib,rium , that becomes a necessity. When the child has discovered a new form of
thinking, he cannot understand how he could think differently, so strong and obvious
does the new pattern appear. And when he is far away from it then he will turn to the
younger child, tease him perhaps and/o r help him. T hat is so in some of Piaget's analysis
of child d evelopment; and it is so also in human history. Once we have reached a certa in
level, we know that we cannot go back, it becomes a necessity and thus a reality. And
since it is impossible to have a checkpoint outside of human history, the re is no objectivity
but the one obtained by entering a commune of peers who share in our newly achieved
view of "reality."
Beyond the new equilibrium , looms and beckons the new disequilibrium , the i1ew
challenge that calls for risking the acquired for the unsettled in the continuous process
t hat is the life and history of the individual a nd of humanity. At the end of an interview,
Piaget was asked : "Are you optimistic or pessimistic toward the future?" He replied, "Of
course I am o ptimistic. There are many problems to be solved."
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PLAY AS A GROWTH PROCESS: NEW DIRECTIONS
Barbara Biber

This paper attempts to review some of the themes, old and new , that are most
petiinent to the understanding of the topic: Play as a Growth Process: New Directions. I
welcome this particular opportunity because play, as the child's major mode of creative
expression, has been a vital interest of mine, b oth in teaching and ·in research. More than
that, this assignment made it imperative that I become acquainted with current thinking
and studies which have proliferated at a great rate since the period, some 25 years ago, of
my m ost concentrated interest. What I present here will be representative, at best, and far
from comprehensive. T hat is also true of the selected references which I have included.
I mean to take an historical perspective: New directions from what? And I quite
frankly will be presenting, first my own formulations prior to the contemporary, highly
welcome upsurge of interest in children's play, both from psychological and educatioirnl
perspectives. Not that my formulations were my individual brain-child. Far from it. Play.
as you know, was central to our educational philosophy and its place in the curriculum
had been refined as a means for expanding inquiry and consolidating understanding
wherever educators were constructing curriculum along the lines of "progressive"
thinking. In our group , Harriet Johnson, Jessie Stanton, Lucy Mitchell contributed their
best creative efforts, each in a different way, alongside the teachers who supported the
process empirically and added insight to it. My sources were my own direct observations
of play, vastly expanded by files of records of p lay that teachers and student teachers
collected continuously as a function of teaching. My analysis was governed by
psychological concepts and theories pertaining to the dyna mics and developmental
sequence of the early childhood years. T he systematic formulation goes back to about
1950. It was revived and refreshed later in connection with the Headsta1i e nterprise.
T here we faced the challenge of how to communicate to a wider group of teachers, who
were not part of our in-group way of conceiving education, the meaning a nd impotiance
of play for the child's development.
After reviewing my perception of play in earl y d evelopment, J will illustrate this way
of thinking on a record of three year old play. T hat sho uld take care of history. At that
point I mean to pose a few questions, through which to put before us some of the con tent
and thinking exemplified in the term: New Directions. T his will certainly not be a nything
like a survey of this burgeoning field but names such as Jerome Singer, tylilly Almy.
Rosalind Gould, Sutton -Smith, Smilansky, Piaget will ring bells with what has been
en countered in the current literature.
To restore my own formulations on play I draw on notes for sessions in my course on
Learning and Growth ; on lectures at other places such as the Vassar Summer Instit ute I
and on t hose of my published papers in which play was included as part of some broader
topic. I should like now to discuss play as I would have in a session back in 1950 or within
the decade following.

The Expericucc Per Se
Play is both content and process. Play is a self-initiated elaboration of some piece of
mastery. This basic characteristic of play is most easily understood if we begin to look at it
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first in non-ideational forms-the play that is body play or manipulative play with objects. After the balancing skill of walking, come the more intricate physical manoeuvers of
hopping or skipping, going backwards or forwards or just by-passing an obstacle in the
path. Once an empty cart can be pulled on a straight path across the roof or yard it is fun
to play with piling it high with blocks to see how far you can get before they tumble out.
We have been most interested in another kind of play, the play of prete nding and
transforming. That we call dramatic play and that is essentially an elaboration of another
kind of mastery, in the conceptual plane-namely, capacity to symbolize, to depart from
fixed connotations and to move in a universe of "as if' meanings and representations.
Sometimes it is transformation of the self,-to "be" a mother, a wolf, an engine;
sometimes it is transformation of things, to be treated as though they were trains or
babies or skyscrapers. (You can see, in my images, the long years of thinking of raw
unstructured materials such as blocks as "natural" media for dramatic play.)2
Whatever the play, whether macrocosmic or microcosmic in Erikson's terms, the
experience has obvious positive qualities for the children. It's fun; they are never too tired
for it; there are no directions that must be followed. The adults are out of it and, in-somuch, it is a rest from the restraints of authority. It takes very little observation to become
aware of how much problem solving is part of play experience. It is fair to infer that some
of the children's pleasure is derived from mastering uncertainties that emerge out of their
own experience, in their own child world, not pre-formulated by adults.

The U!lderlying Psychological Processes
Looking beneath these surface qualities we discern a series of psychological processes
in continual motion, so to speak. The process of pretending goes through stages. There~ a
shift from the kind of identity expressed by a young child saying, 'Tm a dog" to the intentional phrase we hear among older children, "Let's make pretend ," the latter having
established a clear safe distance between self-identity and symbolized identity. The fact
that self-identity is not solidly established in the early years is sometimes misunderstood
by adults whose playful approaches distress the child, for example, "I am going to pinch
your nose off."
As I h ave already mentioned , the process of symbolization is often personal,- a
changing self-role. You know the long and varied list,-babies, tigers, dogs, mothers,
engineers, jailers, captains and so on. (Thi_s list is out-of-date, I know, but I am not too
familiar with the contemporary charac~'i·s.) T here were always some children whose
pretended self-roles were more idiosyncratic than others. I remember one child who said
he was a cyclone-not human, not animal, not a social role. That gave one pause for
thought.
You are e qually familiar with the transformation of object-meaning. The blocks tha t
become trains, the chairs in a row that may be a car or, another time, a parade; the doll
figures-abstract or realistic-that are treated as people, the piece of cloth that may be a
blanket or a wedding veil, the configurations of assembled non-specific objects that make
barns or cranes or submarines, and on and on.

When a group of children are engaged in spontaneous dramatic play. a social
~truc~ure evolves which differentiates the roles of the individuals , politically as well as
tunct1onall~. There is_do1~1ination and submission; only some pairs and groups of ch ildren
~:olv~. the idea! egahtanan climate. Some children help more than lead; some are the
. idea. men whde others actually heave the blocks around or are the ones to translate play
1~tent10~1s through other concrete manoeuvers. Some children play in a mood of confidence m outcome; others contribute a pessimistic tone , "This 'll never work." That is to
say that in children's play we see not only social organization in undirected formation but
also p_rojection of individual self-feeling, sometimes of a deep nature, sometimes
r_etlectmg a passing mood. Repetitive role taking becomes a clue. Why are some children
hkely to appear as captains, others as victims; some as babies, others as adults who do the
managin_g; s~me as thos~ who do the punishing, others, those who do the protecting? Play
observation 1s a way m toward understanding individual personality patterns and
dynamics.

The Elaborating Image of the Real World
. Tl~ese process_es of symbolic transformation, action patterning, social interaction and
pr0Je~t1ons of feelmg are content carriers. Reality is reproduced in symbolic form in inc1:easmgly co1~1plex con~eptual di~nensions_with increasing maturity. What begins simply
with the feed mg, sleepmg, cleanmg, cookmg, baby-tending activities of family life, expa~ds and elaborates into larger spheres and encompasses the vicissitudes of the
~h1ldren's encountered and imagined environments. There are stores to buy in; there is
illness and doctors and hospitals; there is the excitement of a fire to put out; there are
people to be rescued from dangers, from being lost, from attacks by enemies. Fathers have
work_ functions-a pilot, a milk man, a bus driver (I don't know how much, in the mood of
our times, mothers are assigned work-in-the-world roles by pre-school children).

If I may b~ permitted a digression , I would like to recount an incident that sharpened
m~ understa ndmg of how much the pre-school child's world is predominantly a concrete
umverse. In one of those discussions where a teacher asks the children to tell what their
fathers do, one child said her father cuts and pastes with paper. To the other children that
sounded_ like ~ childish occupation for a father in the atmosphere of other fathers who
were tram engmeers, salesm en of furniture , restaurant owners. The child was describing
concretely what_she saw her father do;-he was an editor,- a function she could probably
not c?nceptuahze. (I am tempted to comment briefly on the inadvisability of this
techn1_q~e g~nerally. Th_e child whose fat~1er 'was an editor had cause for em J;, arrassment in
one m1heu; m another, 1t could be the child whose father was in prison or who appeared in
the home infrequently.)
. Pr~gressing conceptual development is reflected in the · way the world outside the
fam_1ly 1s _represented . T he row of chairs taken to "be" a train elaborates: engines,
~tattoos, signals, passengers, destinations, routing, appear in the play schemes. T here is
m~reasing differentiation and more complex interrelations in tl-ie idea systems that are
bemg played out, reflecting the children 's increasing mastery of the complexity of their
real world.

In the manipulation or symbolized characters and objects in the course of play there
are certain oft-repeated action patterns,-go in, go out; open, close; up, down;sometimes expressed in the construction of doorways or elevators, for example, or simply
by gP.,;ture. There is the enactment of changing the character of objects,-washing,
cooking, smashing to bits, etc.

. There are varying thematic patterns with reference to the content of play. Some play
episodes have the structure of free association; others are time-constant scenic places.
Some_move through on-going verbal discourse; others a re tightly bound to plot sequence;
some mvolve a great deal of object manipulation; others travel primarily on words. There
are rec_urre~t people themes- getting left behind; going away a nd coming back; hiding
and bemg discovered; escaping; killing; dying; coming to life again, etc.
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In all, taking process and content into account, we can see in the early life of
pretending, a reflection of how the children organize their growing knowledge of what
seems important in their world and the kinds of feelings that are projected. d irectly and
indirectly. There arises, naturally, the question of what feeds this impulse to "make
pretend?"
Mulliple Mu1iva1ious to "Make Pretend"

Play is the child's way of satisfying the basic impulse to experiment and explore,- to
move from the known to the less known-and to rehearse,-to deepen and solidify what is
already mastered territory. In playing it is possible to think through, to assimilate experience in piece-meal fashion, stripped of the contextual complexity of experience-inthe-real. The thinking, judging, problem solving is child-generated; situations are created
that lead to new questions and new problems to be solved, in situ, so to speak. Concurrent
with the objective learning experience there is an implicit learning about one's self in
terms of capacity to do, to think, to imagine and confidence in one's powers to create a
mini-world of one's own. The potential value of the experience depends, of course, on the
climate provided and structured by the adults who create the school setting for play activity; on whether the children's unique level of absorption and the intense attention they
give to their play configurations are recognized as positive factors. When they are, the
teacher has a delicate role to carry through. There are, for example, appropriate moments
for teacher in-put to stimulate the play content: "Doesn't your train need a station to stop
at? " But the teacher needs to be ready to be rejected, and able to uncVtrstand that her
sensible suggestion may have intruded on other play processes of the moment. There are
other, less direct, ways to stimulate the play content by using the known techniques for
heightening the children's sensitivity to their physical and social environment.
Behind the impulse to pretend and transform, behind the learning, explicit and
implicit, in carrying through play schemes, I see the intensity and absorption in play as
bespeaking a deep wish to make the world one's own, to put one's own mark on it, -free of
the forms and the formulae that constitute adult sense and perspective. Having taken this
view of the impulse to play, I was pleased and stimulated to find Robe1i White's paper on
Mu1ivatio11 Reconsidered.3 He took the position that there is a given imp ulse for '"effectance ," a direct impulse to ma~e an effect on the world, not derived through the
process of sublimation, as had been p reviously posited in classical psychoanalytic theory.
White's formulation, as well as the general direction taken in ego-psychology thinking, is
congruent with the concept of the impulse to play which we had developed from the study
of observational data. The convergence of viewpoints derived independently from different disciplines, educational and clinical, in this instance, is one of those ~cially
gratifying professional experiences.

1965: Play as Cognitive-Affective Synthesis
In a Headstart orientation meeting in 1965,4 I tried to integrate earlier thinking by
presenting play as a salient growth process deserving of central attention in educational
programs for a ll children. There was an opp01iunity to elaborate further the understanding of the two major developmental processes that are furthered by the experience of symbolization in free play schemes, namely, the mastery of objective reality
and the projection of subjective reactions to life experience. By following any theme of
children's play over a few years one can almost read the map of advancing conceptual
differentiation and ability to deal with complex ideas with inner coherence. It is a long
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distance from the three year old's play about a mailman with dramatic emphasis on how
he carries a heavy bag of letters that are received by home adults as gracious presents, to
the _sev~n year old's building of a post office with signs and chutes for geographic
destmat1ons, a spot for post-marking letters and a window for selling stamps.
This process of "playing out" ideas has a special characteristic distinct from other
~aths to cognitive advance. The exact course of where the ideas are going to lead the play
is not clearly known_ahead of time. This heightens the discovery aspect. One enactment of
an idea generates other leads, opens new questions to be put through the symbolization
process,-new problems of construction or new possibilities for roles to be taken . T here is
a fl owing '·'what if' thinking stance. "What if we used that big board instead of the small
one for the gang plank for our boat,-would it be steadier?" "Why can't this plane be one.
that has three pilots instead of two?" (To solve the overwhelming wish of a ll three players
who are demanding to be "pilot.") The play stimulates thinking, reasoning, wondering,
creating, of a high cognitive order. The freedom lies in not being bound to reality for the
solutions and resolutions.
By 1965, there were also one or two additional points to make about the role of play
as a medium for the projection of subjective reactions to life experience as they condition
the qualities of action and reaction, of object manipulation and ideational flow. It has
been recognized that children re-work their emotional experience in p laying but it is
interesting to note how much emphasis has been placed on the release of hostile affect,
perhaps as a by-product of clinical investigations with therapeutic focus. For educators, it
is essential that we be sensitive to the child's expression of the whole gamut of feelinglove, hate, warmth, anger, anxiety, thrill, envy, mergence, etc. It lends a broader perspective to the meaning of the gesture of the young child who lays the cover over the doll,
face and all, in a gently, hovering gesture. He may know that people cannot breathe with
their faces covered but a surge of positive affect is in control at the moment.
T his is not to gainsay the fact that one of the developmental problems of early
childhood is the management of the kind of emotions whose expression gets the child into
trouble in the social spht,!re or causes trouble in inner conflict. Play is one of what Lois
MurphyS calls "coping mechanisms" in this sphere of experience in the sense that
unacceptable affect can be displaced and expressed symbolically, with impunity, from
without and within. The player can say anything he pleases to the " mother" in the p lay
family or be the stalwart hunter who secretly slays the lion in the dark of night. The
therapeutic value resides in the safety of d istance from reality through symboliza tion;
catharsis to make up for defeats and frustration; working out inner conflicts in an external field and the self-healing process involved. The role of the teacher, when play of
this kind reaches a high pitch of excitement, is distinct from t hat of the therapist. But that
is another story.
.
., ·
So much for saying that in dramatic play there are two kinds of p1~cesses going on
simultaneously,--011 the one hand, understanding of the ,rea l world and how· it works
through putting ideas and skills into active form and, on the otl1er, the projection of
affect, positive and negativ.e, into the fabric of the symbolized events and relationships.
The separation of these processes is artificial, only justifiable for the sake of analysis. The
challenge is to deepen our understanding of how these processes interact, to penetrate the
mean ing of play as cognitive-aftective synthesis.
In illustration, I would like to do a free-hand comment on a short record of play
involving a tew three-year-olds, taking the license to guess at some of the under-surface,
unspoken associations involved.
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Several ch ildren made a train by setting a few chairs in a line, one behind the
other. Timmy sat in the chair next to the front. He was "driving." Joan and Ann
sat in the middle, Eugene toward the end. Otho was building on the floor near the
train. (The configuration bespeaks the components of a concept of a train: it has
length; one drives;-tho he may not yet be called the engineer-others sit behind
the one who drives in the passive role of passengers.)
Timmy leaned over, put his face near Otho's and said, "While you are outside
watching the signals-(there was more differentiation than meets the eye: trains
are controlled by signals and there is more than one role to be carried)--could you
kill the big bad wolf?" (We would not see these dual processes rolled into one
sentence with children beyond the three-year-old stage.)
Otho refuses. "No, this is a boat." (Not wanting to be pulled into the "killing"
fantasy, he presented an element of the objective world to supp01t his refusal,
albeit he felt no restraint to make something logical of his response.) Timmy
picked up a block and began chopping the air with it. Ann: "Could you cut off
his feet, could you?" (The train symbol has faded out; the killing has taken over.)
Timmy sat down and said, "Sh-sh-sh.:_" And there was dead silence for almost a
minute. (Timmy rejected Ann's killing imagery directly by shushing the group;
Otho had rejected Timmy's killing fantasy by bringing an element of objective
reality to bear on the group. This is a simple illustration of the different ways
children find to protect themselves from being involved in others' fantasies that
are beyond bounds for them.)
An n and Joan got out of the "train"; each fetched a block for herself, chopped
the air with it and said "Bang-bang" while Timmy was at the block shelves. (At
this point, the "big bad wolf' may also have faded away; for three-year-olds this
may have become a pleasing action pattern, not needing content for the moment.)
Timmy came back from the shelves, carrying a carton of play milk bottles. "We
need a milk train for these," as he placed them in one of the chairs of the train
lineup.
(Note the shift from killing to milk, symbolizing the return to a benign mood and
the evidence of knowledge: not only are there trains and passengers, but certain
trains have specific functions.)

Earlier Concepts Refined
In the last ten years, there has been, I am happy to say, accelerated interest in the
function of play in early childhood. Regretfully, there has also been misunderstanding of
the progressive educator's rationale for making play central in the curriculum. The
erroneous idea that progressives were only interested in social-emotional development
and were therefore play-pem1issive persists and is repeated in the literature, presumably
gaining verity with each erroneous repetition. From what I have already said , it should be
plain that play was provided for, encouraged and nourished as a medium for clarifying
and expanding thinking processes and organization of information.
When, in the sixties, academic psychologists became active in designing programs
aimed to compensate for the disadvantages of living in poverty, we saw, in action, contrasting views of the role of play in learning. To some, remediating cognitive deficits
required a formal, training approach in which play was irrelevant; to others, by contrast,
new ways of stimulating play were developed as a major means toward the same end. This
was one source of arousal of interest in play, albeit controversial in nature.
In general, the field has been greatly enriched by the growing interest of people of
varied purposes and theoretical alignments. Psychoanalytic theory, once predominantly
in the service of clinical material, has been applied as the conceptual base for understanding play observations of normal children made by teachers and assistant
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teachers.6 The perception of play as learning has gained new dimensions as the result of
Piaget's 7 analysis of the function of play. New methods of coding observational data have
been worked out to permit more differentiated analysis.8 Quantification makes it possible
to pursue hypothetical formu lations concerning, for example, the relation between play in
early childhood and later academic proficiency or personality development, or between
the nature of child's play and the expression of aggression in real situations. 9 The
utilization of more systematic methods of study-techniques for coding observations,
quantitative analysis of data, experimental studies and formulation of hypothetical,
sequential and causal relations-represents our increasingly disciplined approach to
understanding play in early childhood.
Specifically, the concept of play as a function in the service of cogn itive-affective
development has been further refined. The work of Piaget7 and Almy.IO among others,
has contributed signific~~t theoretical foundation for the previously perceived linkage
betw~en play and cogmttve processes, and ipso facto, for the importance of play in
relation to learning. From Piaget's view, symbolic play is part of the assimilation
pro~ess~that phase ?f cognitive dynamics by which a child absorbs and integrates expert~nce m terms of his own repe1ioire or wishes, previous habits, concepts, etc. He blends
realtty to fit what he "knows." Adjustment to objective reality is de-emphasized. Pleasure
is a criterion of what play is, whether in terms of repeated functional use, or of symbolic
representation at one stage or of self-assertion at another. Through play, new abilitiesphysical and conceptual-are retained and remain ava ilable as precursors for further
development, and the ability to cope with the symbol systems essential to competent
functioning in reality.
Similarly, the concept of dramatic play as a central process in the emotional life of
the child has acquired changed meanings. When it was perceived primarily as a process of
catharsis, play appeared as a medium for fulfilling wishes and resolving conflicts which
could not be managed in reality. Both pleasure and mastery were involved. In the more
recent ego-psychology of Hartmann and Erikson, play has a place as an autonomous ego
function, including a drive toward mastery ofreality through experimenting and planning
manoeuvers in play activity, independent of the need for conflict-resolution.·
New Directions: Not Only Play, but Playfulness

Other recent formulations of the meaning of play have introduced radical revisions
to these two major modes of defining anq analyzing the play experience of children. The
position is taken most decisively and argumentatively by Sutton-Smithl 1 that play should
be recognized as a phenomenon in its own right, not to be viewed only as an epiphenomena) function in relation to cognition and affect.', Connoted ~s playfulness, it
represents a transformation of feelings, volitions and thoughts into novel combinations
which are internalized as a sustained expressive system, related to creativity, originality
and imagination-the divergent rather than the convergent processes. He distinguishes
playfulness from the four modes of knowing-exploratioh, imitation, testing and world
construction-which the child pursues and elaboi'ates through play activity.
This view is supplemental rather than alternative to the position that play has been
given with respect to cognitive development and conflict resolution. The thesis is that
there are qualities involved in play activity, distinct from and in addition to the ways in
which it helps the child "know" his world and feel mastery in it. In part, this refers to the
playing around subsequent to the phase of mastery. More importantly, it seems to refer to
what empathic observers of children's play have noted previously and to what one might
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call the subjective aspects of the play experience or affect feedback. Sutton-Smith calls it
phenomenological satisfaction, referring to the pleasure derived from the novelty of one's
responses, from having been the initiator of the action, and the positive feeling that one's
own way of doing things is so much fun. These are the very qualities that were previously
included and to which I had called attention as part of the total feeling experience,
namely, positive enhancement of self as well as conflict release and resolution. But the
greater precision in differentiating the elements of the play experience is likely to open
doors for more systematic study. Sutton-Smith 's distinction between forms of playexploration, testing, imitation and world construction-is an example of a contemporary
analytic approach as is his distinction between the micro-knowing accomplished in these
forms and the further diversification made possible when the p lay activity has the attribute of playfulness.
New Directions: Play as Part of Lifelong Fantasy

This conception of dramatic pl~y in childhood is close to the work of Jerome Singer
and others9 who see dramatic play as one phase of the life-long function of fantasy, not as
a bridge which leads from young egocentric, cognitive modes to mature objective mastery
of reality. From this view the fantasy mechanisms of dramatic play are not lost to the
progressive maturing of logical processes, but remain an important cognitive skill
throughout life, internalized into private symbolism, constituting the ideational material
of day dreams and reverie. The basic "as if' attitude, the capacity for fantasy, the facility
in divergent thinking and ideational fluency are, in toto, regarded as important potential
within the personality repertoire for a great variety offunctions.
There is one consistent impression from the wealth of contemporary studies, moving
in many directions , namely, the dramatic p lay of the preschool child is a pati of a life-long
developmental process, reaching back to the sensory-motor experience of infancy and
forward to the internalized, symbolized, fantasy of mature life. Another way of
generalizing the conception of dramatic play is presented in Gardner's 12 view of the child
as an open system of "input" and "output" processes. T he question is not, in his view,
how to distinguish child play from work as Anna Freud 13 has done. He subsumes both
work and play under a general catagory of "toying with alternatives." The focus should
be, therefore, on the options , opportunities and learning environment provided the child
that will augment this impulse. What is impotiant is that the child is in the process of
constructing a style of relating to his world.
Ne1V Directions: Sequence as Environment-Dependent

It has been widely assumed that there is a regular developmental seq uence of the
child's use of play. In briefest form, the sequence has been read as proceeding from
playful exercise of sensory-motor capacities in direct contact with objects and people in
the earliest phases to symbolic projection offeelings and meanings in dramatic play in the
pre-school years. Within that period, complex changes occur in the place of the self in the
drama and in increasingly elaborate reproduction of reality elements. In subsequent years,
play, originated by the children, becomes more formalized : there are rules of procedure to
follow when play takes game form and meanings are filtered more indirectly in dramatic
play through short or long scene and plot schemes which may include the relation of
audience to player as well.

Israeli children do not naturally engage in socio-dramatic p lay and Eiferman 's15
contrary reports that these_ children do engage in symbolic play but reach the peak of this
stage of _play at a _later penod_. In our own country, teachers report that the play and play
productions of c_hildren enten~g Headstart and day care centers are of a different quality
than ~hat of children from middle class populations in pre-school settings. These observations a~d other cross_-cultural studies point to the error of treating developmental
trends as umve~sal w~ere mv~stigations have been limited to a selected ch ild population
as was the case m earlier studies of play, Piaget's as well as our own.
Consensus of opinion on this question is in line with other work in other
psychological domains,--<:>n the issue of invariance of developmental stages. There are
developmental sequences m play but the expression of given potentials is a function of
how much these potentials are nurtured and elicited by family and cultural milieu.

!~ere is an inc_reasing number of studies which document the ways in which the
cond1t1ons of the ltfe environment influence the forms and sequence of play as a
devel?pn~ental pro_cess and appear to inhibit the appearance of symbolizing play activity.
Dep~·ivation of pnrnary needs creates an inhibitory emotional tone not conducive to
pl~ytn~.16 In authoritarian, hierarchical family cultures, play is likely to remain
im1tat1ve, on a work-like level. The children from deprived fam ilies, whether in our urban
slums or the uprooted Is~aeli f~milies, are more likely to p lay in the testing and contesting
m_odes ~-elated to survival m threatening environments, though they respond to
st1mul~tion o? how t? play symbolically where the opportu nity is offered. Obviously,
study m the future ~ill need to be de_signed in the context of inter-actional processes
bet~een the developmg human orgamsm and the specific influencing factors of given
environmen ts.
Ne1V Directiolls: Developmental Functions

When we consider the developmental functions served by play we are on familiar
~round but her~ .. too, there are new developments, as well as conflicting views. ½ here play
1s r~~arded pos1ttvely as an energizer and organizer of cognitive learning, the ed ucationa l
pos1t1011 leans toward providing variation and widened scope of play opportunity. This
runs counter to rurposes and methods that are based on direct training in cognitive skills
and where learn mg and play are seen as antithesis of one another.17
. Psychodynamic views on the value of play in meeting the need to master anxiety by
dis~lac~ment and to work through normal developmental conflicts through symbolic
pr0Ject1on w~re _so~ewhat lost in the wave of interest in cognitive capacity. The
ps,ycho~ynarn1c view 1s currently gaining renewed interest as tQere is growing recognition
of the mterd epe~dence of c~gnitive and affective factors. ' Not only does the working
throu_gh of emotio~al tun:1011 create a positive condition that lessens the d isruption of
learnmg but there 1s occasion for cognitive gain in the means taken to act out affect-laden
play_ ma_terial. An elaborate play scheme about a sinking boat can scarcely be understood,
mot1vat1onally or conceptually, without recognizing the sin1ultaneity of cognitive-affective
play elements.

Recent work raises questions concerning the invariance of these developmental
stages; A controversy has arisen around Smilansky's14 findings that disadvantaged

The ~alue of play ~~perience i~ the socialization process i1as long been recogn ized,t_he lesse_nmg eg~centnctsm, the extended empathetic sensitivity and the adaptive modes
f~r makmg a gomg play scheme that meets one's own and the other's perceptions a nd
wtsh~s. 1~1 so~1e places, at present, this function of p lay is brought into focus and lends a
certam d1rect1011 to the teacher's role (Sm il ansky's method for stimulating socio-dramatic
playl 4 ). From one perpective one can see an a na logy here between the course of
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socialization and what is posited for the developmental relations of play and cognition. A
tentative equation suggests itself: the positive give and take and the working acceptance
of another's view in early play experience may be to mature social development what the
symbol izing play process is claimed to be to mature ability to deal with abstractions.

The Teacher's Role
T his brings us to the teacher's role in providing the kind of stimulation , attitude and
insight that will suppoti the emergence of this human potential where it has been environmentally stunted and bring it to maximum fulfullment where life circumstance has
been positive. Since I am writing in t he context of history, I will turn back to the major
points I made about the teacher's role in a presentation about play in 1950 to Vassar
College Summer Institute for Family and Child Development. They are stated d idactically in my notes and I will adhere to the original wording in these brief excerpts:
A. How to understand :
1. Recognize variety of functions cf dramatic play for child growth.
2.

Know what to expect-what themes will appear and reappear,

3.

Get skilled in reading whole personality from play observations rather
than hunting special problems.

4.

Learn to look at form, structure, quality in addition to content.

5.

Do not jump to interpretations of unconscious projections.

6.

T ry to distinguish between play of normal child with usual conflicts, etc.
and the d eeply disturbed child.

be emotionally supportive and intellectually generative at the same time. It is expected
that the materials and experiences provided to stimulate play and the climate of awa re,
interested , but non-directive teacher-contact with the playing, as it goes on. will be
sensitively matched to the cognitive frontiers and the affective concerns of t he childrenboth as individuals and as m embers of a developmenta l stage. It is clearer now that there
can be no fixed rules as to when to intervene,-as protector or promoter as the case may
be,-exactly because of the importance of applying general precepts to the particularities
of the situation. In a sense, t he teacher is asked to analyze and nourish the play
simultaneously and try to achieve the best possible match.
The increased awareness of differences in the way children from different subcultural and socio-cultural settings play is a second factor indicating the importance of a
variable role for the teacher. T he phrase I used in 1950; " prime the pump," as pa rt of the
teacher's role has far greater specific meaning now than it had originally. T he teacher's
way of leading children toward the symbolization experiences and toward faci lity in
elaborating it, dramatically, has to be adjusted to the stress conditions of children's lives,
to the meanings of objects, the precepts, the idea systems of the subculture, as well as to
family attitudes toward t he value of p laying and cetiainly toward its place in school,-the
institution for learning.
In closing, I wish to express my pleasure in the centrality of the play experience in the
present-day concerns of educators and developmental psychologists. It is still a vast field
to be explored and t he combination of penetrating teacher observation and insight with
systematic coding and hypothesis probing will be productive beyond the limits of early
childhood ed ucation.
R efere11ces

B. How to act:
1.

Nourish play indirectly: materials, experiences, sensitization, awakening
of relationships between objects and among events.

2.

Participate by "priming the pump," offering wherewitha l but not
directions for what to do; do not steal the show.

3.

Be the fulcrum between fantasy and reality; permissive and appreciative
of a-logical content•

4a. Be aware of what can happen when fantasy becomes excessive release
(guilt, anxiety, excitement, tension, etc.).
4b. Bring children back to reality gently, not punitively.
4c. Sponsor the positive factors which are momenta rily lost to the negative
factors by the child but which are there in his own underlying a mbivalence.
For a basis of comparison befween this earlier view of the teacher's role a nd a
contemporary outlook, I turn to two documents in which the issues involved in the role of
play in early childhood curriculum have been comprehensively reviewed .18, 19 I find my
earlier and these later images of the teacher's role basically congruent, recognizing, of
course, t hat I have drawn on t hose whose general educational philosophy is congruent to
begin with. In this instance, as in m any other aspects of the teacher's role, advancing
knowledge in the intervening twenty years calls for broader awareness a nd greater subtlety
in enactm ent. It is now expected t h at the teacher's way of guiding the play experiencehow to facilitate, listen, perceive, set t he stage- will be based on a theoretical understanding of t he course of development in the early years and how play experience can

l. Biber, B. Play as a Growth Process, Vassar Alumnae Magazi11e, 1951, 37, 2.
2. Cuffaro, H. K., "Dram atic Play- The Experience of Block Building," in The Block Book, ed. by Elisabeth S. Hirsch
(Washington, D.C. : National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1974), pp. 69-87.
3. White, R. Motivation Reconsidered: The Concept of Competence, Psychological Review. t 959, 66.
4. Biber, B. Play as a Tao/ ofLearni11g, talk p resented as part of a Training Sched ule for Project Headstart Teachers,
Ju ne 19, 1965, Bank Street College Educational Resource Center, New York .
5. Murphy, L.B. The Wide11ing World ofChildhood, New York, Basic Books, Inc., 1962.
6. Gould, R. Child Studies Through Fa11tasy, New York, Quadrangle Books, 1972.
7. Piaget, J. Play, Dreams a11d I m itation in Childhood. New York, W.W. Norton and Co., 1973.
8. Stern, V. A Study of the Cognitive Aspects of Young Children's Symbolic Play, presented at Annual Conference,
National Association for the Education of Young Children, Minneapolis, 1971.
;
9. Singer, J. L. et al. Th e Child's World ofMake Believe, New York, Ac;demic Press, 1973.
10. Almy, M. (Ed.)Early Childhood Play, New York, Selected Academic Readin'~s,,1968.
11. Sutton-~mith, B. The Playful Modes of Knowing, in PLAY: The Child Strives Toward S~if-Realization, National
Associatton for the Education of Young Children, Washington, D.C. l 971.
•.
12. Gardner, D. Bruce. The Child as a n Open System, in PLAY, Op. Cit.
13. Freud , A. Normality and Pathology in Childhood, New York, Internationa,I Universities Press, 1966.
14. Smilansky, S. The Effects ofSociodramatic Play 011 Disadvantaged Preschool Children, New York, John Wiley and
Sons, 1968.
·
15. Eifermann, R. R. D eterminants of Children's Game Styles, Jerusalem, The Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, 1971.
16. Mattick , I. Adaptations of Nursery Techniques to Deprived Children, in Joumal of A cademy of Child Psychiatry,
1955, 4, (4).
17. Bereiter, C. and Engelmann, S. Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the Pre-School, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice Hall, 1966.
18. PLAY, Op. Cit.
19. Cu rry, N. Current Issues in Play. Play as a Curricular Tool in PreSchoo/, Ph.D. Thesis, 1972.
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everyday reality are only now being differentiated and assembled. He has yet to confront
the world of the past and of culture.

CREATIVITY IN THE PAINTINGS OF CHILDREN AND ARTISTS
Nancy R . Smith

Charlotte Doyle writes of a "period of centration" in the creative process;- a period
in which act and thought are fused; a period in which the creator is freed of selfconsciousness and fear; a period of intense and yet liberated response.
1
Such responses to experience are internal and subjective until formulated in a
medium. But responsivity formulated in a medium can be contemplated by both the
maker and others. In a medium experience is distanced, objectified and shared.
An art object is the product of an act of making, forming or constructing which
synthesizes perceptual, affective and cognitive responses to both materials and objects.
Art contributes to the understanding of experience by putting it into ordered form. The
heightened sensibility of the maker grasps relevant essences of the material and relevant
essences of the event. In the moments of centration and in the work that results from it
there is a fusion of qualities in the material and qualities in the experience. The mix or
fusion of these essences is the source out of which the form and the context of the art
object emerge. The subject helps to define the meaning of the material; the material helps
to define the meaning of the subject. Yellow paint is Van Gogh's sunflowers and Van
Gogh 's sunflowers are yellow paint. In this relationship both the meaning of yellow paint
and the meaning of sunflowers is changed.
The degree to which the maker's sensation of these qualities and of their fit one to
the other meets our notion of fit-your's and mine- is one measure of the degree to which
a work is found to be meaningful.
In a work of art the coming into a heightened and intense relationship between
material and event gives at once a foundation and a richness !o the object. In the formulation of experience, dynamic or heightened sensibility carries the weight of profound
fundamentals and of infinite subtlety.
Heightened sensibility also seems to carry a flavor of "newness." Such newness is
important not in the sense of " innovation" or of "who was the first to conceive" but rather
in the sense of that which results when one moves from a state of unknowing to a state of
knowing. T he transition from unknown to known as it is objectified in a medium is a
characteristic of child and of ad ult art. It is often thought to be of aesthetic value.
It is the preservation of heightened sensibility in the adult artist that caused
Beaudelaire to write "genius is childhood recaptured at will."
Beaudelaire wrote this in an atiicle in Le Figaro, in 1863, on the painting of Constantin..Guys. In it he compares Guys to the child, saying that, like the child, Guys has an
"insatiable passion for seeing and feeling." He ends by writing: "All the raw materials
with which the memory has loaded itself are put in order, ranged and harmonized, a nd
undergo that forced idealization which is the result of a childlike perceptiveness- that is
to say, a perceptiveness acute and magical by reason of its innocence."
For the child, innocent perceptiveness takes place within a context of minimal forms
and constraints. For the six-year-old the world is only partially constructed , notions of
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The artist, on the other hand, is locked into a complex configuration of cultural
norms which he must put into suspension or solution in order for the innocence of his
sensibility to function. For that "newness" to be present he must experience with the
"insatiable passion " of the child and he must construct within the knowledgeable
dissolution of all that has preceded.
This is perpetually possible because art is not the translation of an external world
into a copy or an image. It is rather the never ending creation of the world through the
fitting together of experience and material. Children are beginners at the construction of
reality through fitting together, that which they construct is the everyday world, the world
we all share. Artists on the other hand, create experimental models of experience which
help to construct new realities. Eric Erikson has written, "The child's play is the infantile
form of human ability to deal with experience by creating model situations and to master
reality by experimenting and planning. " For the artist such experimental model building
often leads to the unknown. Working with materials is one mode of constructing the
world in the mind of man. The child constructs for himself the reality of society: the artist
constructs for society new realities.
Dynamic sensibility is developmentally motivated in the child-through its synthesis
and construction self and world emerge from a relatively formless condition. For the artist
dynamic sensibility is a social extension of the developmental motivation. He functions
within the context of the history of the past and for him the making of objects is the
construction of realities at the frontier of the culture.
T he vitality of response and expression in the child is but the natural process of
formulating experience unfettered by too much information. The vitality of response and
formulation in the artist is the exercise of dynamic sensibility in th'e full knowledge of the
past.
When we look at the work of a child we see it within a developmental context. ½ hen
we look at the work of an artist we see it within an historical context. There are a
multitude of individual differences but six-ishness has much to do with how a particular
six year-old paints and the nineteenth century in France (for example) much to do with
how Seurat paints. It is within a developmental framework on the one hand and an
historical framework on the other that we must examine the freshness of objects a nd their
qualities of heightened sensibility.
;

'

In the work of the child and in the work of the artist what similarities appear? \iv hat
fundam entals are constant and what developmental anq cultural differences modify
them? What is the look of the altogether new sensibility of the child and what is the look
of new sensibility arrived at by putting experience of the past into solution. *
One fundamental is subject matter. Children paint about· people they know, artists
paint portraits; children paint "outdoors," artists paint landscapes; ch ildren paint
"designs," artists paint non_-objectively; and so on. These are fundamentals of experience; artists are interested in them and children are interested in them. It is human to
be interested in them- not specifically artistic, nor specifically childlike.
However, the child and the adult experience these fundamentals differe ntly. A
* Here began discussion of slides. Th ree slides at a time were projected; one by an early elementary c hild , one by a high
school child and one by a recognized artist. Significant points contributed by participants have been incorporated in the
text which fo llows.
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com111on theme in subject matter is groups of people. For the young child the 111ost important group is his family, for the adolescent it is his peer group. And indeed these
appear frequently in children's pictures.
Contrast these concepts of group with that in Seurat's " Sunday Afternoon on the
Island of Grande Jatte," for example. Painting in France, in the late 1800's, Seurat's work
is a consequence of cannons. derived from the egalitarian convictions of the French
Revolution and the informal concepts of imagery evolved through the periods of Realism
and Impressionism in art. Artistic convention had shifted from the religious.._ historical
and moralistic subjects considered suitable, to include everyday events in the lives ot~
common people. So Seurat based this highly formal composition on an informal event.ordinary people in the park on Sunday afternoon.
The fundamental experience of people in groups is " family" to the child. "peer
group" to the adolescent and "the society of common men" to Seurat.
T he child and the artist have different approaches to the relation of form or composition to subject matter as well. Compare three paintings of bridges. The young child
concentrates on the parts of structure of the bridge. Here are uprights, here cables and
here you can see how it goes from one riverbank to the other. The composition is a
consequence of the information the ch ild wishes to record and to image. The picture is not
artificed.
On the other hand, Kokoschka ("London Bridge, View of the Thames," 1925-26).
uses the motif as an opportunity to create an extremely deep space on the flat surface of
the canvas. This a1t istic skill becomes an artifact of the subject matter as he transcend s
and exploits the flat surface. The young child's concept of the subject creates the form of
the composition. The artist's concept of composition becomes part of the subject.
The high school child's thought is somewhere between these two extremes. He knows
that making a painting means consciously organizing both form and content. He uses the
motif of bridge to develop ideas about texture, color and shape. He deliberately begins to
put the subject matter and the material into a kind of balance or relation with each other.
Subject matter and composit ion are fundamentals; various characteristics of the
material are another. Three paintings (" An Oasis," " T he Man," Roualt, "The Tragedian," 1906) display similar qualities of line and color masses. The line is powerful,
vigorous, urgent, often heavy. It is used to outline and separate the large color mass of
each shape. For the seven-year-old 's "An Oasis" this line is a consequence of his idea of
the shape of the object. " I am going to make this line go like the humps of a camel. " For
the high -school boy's painting of " A Man" the line is used expressively and with con scious deliberation . It helps to give the impression that maleness means boldness, power
and awkwardness.
T he artist , Roualt, made his living as a stained-glass window maker for a time. His
persistent use of heavy outlines and the sophistication wit h which he developed their
interplay derives in part from t his circumstance. In "The Tragedian," as in many other
works, he uses them to depict the despair of a clown. The image of the clown is a
metaphor for the human condition, for the torment and possible salvation of ma n. Roualt
himself described his a1i as: "A cry in the night ! A stifled sob! A laughter that chokes
itself!"
Each of these paintings has a single isolated figure or figure group against a flat or
spatially neutral background. The oasis consists simply of one pool of water, one pa lm
tree and one camel on a rectangle of white paper. The man is a three-quarter figure on a
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ground of bright magenta paint. "The Tragedian" includes the head and shoulders of a
clown on a ground of similarly colored shapes and broken out-lines. Evidently one
fundamental of painting composition is the possibility of isolatory figures in a neutral
field .
Each of the images represents a type or concept rather than a particular person,
event or place. The water-tree-camel image represents the essential definition of oasis. It
is a form of "concrete abstraction;" a type or category. Such generalization is one step on
the road to non-concrete thought. When the high school boy paints "a man" he adds
philosophical and psychological levels, thoughts of an ideal type. Ro ualt uses an image of
a type (the clown) to pose questions about the human condition , the state of society.
The fund amental concept of subject matter hery is that of type or category. Each of
these painters' types is an abstraction. What is different is the level of abstract.ion. The
child depicts the physical state of a type of concrete place and the high school boy the
psychological state of an ideal but concrete type. T hrough his metaphor, Roualt paints
about the spiritual state in the system of interactions that is called " society, "-a more
total abstraction.
There are, of course, other fundamentals of subject, composition and material. One
could examine the use of color, shape or texture. An interesting consequence of the effect
of historical change is offered by another set of paintings. Each of these paintings is rich
in texture, color smearing, and blending. In "The Burning of the Houses of Parliament"
by T urner (c. 1835) the sweeps, swatches and blurs of color serve to represent a real
historical event. Turner lived at a time when pure abstraction had not yet been conceived
and the sensuality, skill and expressivity of his color sweeps and smears is tied to subject
matter. Not so the high school student of today. In his painting "The Storm,'' a tiny boat
is realistically atloat on a deep blue sea. But the sky is a pulsing swirl of red, orange,
yellow and grey. T he emotional quality of storm is conveyed by the non-real but powerful
color and the similarly powerful motion of the paint smears. The student was liberated by
being born into the twentieth century. His painting takes the possibility of nonrepresentation as a basic assumption .
The task of the adolescent in art is to establish his own identity in relation to the
identity of the time in which he lives. He is on a watershed between developmental and
cultural history. His imagery has evolved through a set of developmental norms. T his
imagery he now wishes to integrate with cultural cannons. Those of the past and the
present; those of his and .other cultures. This may be liberating ; is oftf n overwhelming.
A compositional problem specific to paintihg is tl;ie. relation of the flat pattern of
colors and sha pes on the surface to the space created 'in the iniage. A painting called
"Swimming" by a seven-year-old consists of a white stick fi'gure in -profile painted in a
swimming motion on a large blue oval. This oval 'is boarder~9 by decorative green bands
and fmther by green and beige strips. The young child typically chooses that view of an
object which most reveals its salient characteristics. Thus the swimmer is seen from the
side and the pool from above. The view chosen for the strongly designed b ands and other
shapes is hard to determine. Their subject matter is not sure. Are the green bands grass,
bushes, trees? It is not clear. What is clear however is that this child has taken a situation
understood best as some looking down views, and some looking sideways views and
unified them through a strong intuitive sense of design. He d id not rationalize the whole
space but designed a coherent flat pattern using shapes viewed from different spa tial
orientations.
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The comparable high school painting is strongly designed , has a more unified
concept of its point of view but succeeds because this iml'nature artist's grasp of perspective is vague enough to allow the flat design of the composition to be the dominant
organizing factor.
Finally in Gauguin's "The Spirit of The Dead Watching," (1892) a nude Tahitian
girl, painted in warm browns, is lying on her stomach on a couch of white. The
surrounding areas include violet, dark blue, and yellow orange in a kind of
phosphorescent gloom which is strongly patterned . Gauguin establishes a space which is
clearly three dimensional, using the conventions of perspective, foreshortening and
modeling. This provides a structural basis of depth for an intensification of flatness
through the patterning of colors and shapes. The browns of the figure are silhouetted
against the whites of the couch, the phosphorescent patterns of flowers and cloth
surround the central configurations and repeat the warm darks of the flesh tones.
Elements that create space are used at the same time to flatten it. Gauguin uses the
enignrntic tension between the flatness of the surface and the depth of the illusion to
create power and mystery.

How then does the teacher help the child? How does she help to develop his consciousness of the medium and the subject without disturbing the natural spontaneity and
discovery process? The teacher must have a deep sense and persistent awareness of what
she brings to her viewing of the child's work. She must put that into suspension in an
effort to see what the child is bringing to the task. The material and the subject are interdependent in the creation of the object and the teacher must respond in terms of this
interaction.
In this approach technical information and skills may be offered both as exercises
and as the result of a creative need . Both are pati of the artistic process, of creativity over
times. Certain moments are untrammeled, unfettered experiences of hard-won centration. Other moments are objective struggles. It is the sequence of these events that
influences the coming into being of an object. What constitutes the struggle and what
constitutes the synthesis is different for the child and the artist but the process includes
the same events and sequences: explorations, frustrations, practice, search, struggle and
centration . What often results is a shift from a state of unknowing to a state of knowing.

There is an inherent conflict between the flatness of the surface and any illusion of
the third dimension; the seven year-old cannot conceptualize this and resolves it in favor
of the flat surface. The high school student strikes something of a balance between
perspective and pattern. Gauguin transcends the tension to assert through flatness his
growing conviction of the autonomous power of line and color per se-to acclaim that
"art is an abstraction."
In time this revolutionary assetiion became cannon. The expressivity inherent in the
manipulation of the material became highly valued and associated with the expressivity
and responsivity of the child. This particular characteristic of painting-apparently
natural in children-to respond to the expressivity of shapes, colors and lines and to
organize them became cannon. As we have noted Beaudelaire likened Guys to a child in
1863. One consequence of this shift in art cannon was that the aesthetic value of children's
work became confused with that of atiists.
This particular mark of "centration" became confused with all similar
manifestations. What the child uses unconsciously because he has no other device,
becomes one of an infinity of conscious choices and newly dawning discoveries for the
artist. At other periods in history this quality of the child would not be seen to have value,
but it would have it nevertheless.
The expressive design of the artist is beyond measure more refined and skillful than
the child's. It fits into and contributes to the history of the culture. It does not flourish,
becomes either inconceivable or disregarded at inauspicious times in history, is culture
specific.

I

I think that it is impotiant to make the distinction that the look of creativity does not
correspond to this particular emphasis on the "autonomous expressive power of line and
color" either in fine art or the work of children. If that were so there would be precious
little creativity before the twentieth century. Rather it seems more reasonable, to propose
a more illusive characteristic- the look of "centration" or discovery. This is the
heightened sensibility which derives out of the coming into being, the coming into form
from the not having been any being, not having had any form , whether the new discovery
of a commonplace by a child or the creation of a new reality by an artist. I think that we
respond intuitively to the quality of discovery in an object, soli1ehow it is communicated to
us-though more often to those with trained eyes.
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CREATIVITY AND EXPERIENCES OF CHILDREN:
DIFFERENT MODES OF SYNTHESIZING
Lois Lord

Charlotte Doylel offers a wealth of ideas to ponder, often in a context that gives new
depth to our own thinking. One statement is particularly germane to the topic I have
chosen for this presentation. She says, " . . . the artist thinks through his medium. The
painter thinks in form and color; the poet thinks in images and words . . . "
I

This ability to "think in the medium" is equally imp01iant for children, if they are to
be involved in a creative process.
Let me illustrate from my experience with seven-year olds who used to talk about
"clay ideas" and "painting ideas. "
One day Steve was going to work with some clay, and he said, "I'm going to do me
and my friend running down the street. No, that's not really a clay idea; that's a painting
idea. I guess I have to do it in paint." These seven-year olds were truly thinking in their
medium. They were able to choose a material that was best suited to the idea they wanted
to express or they were able to adapt the idea to the material. These children were
learning to synthesize the elements of the material into a coherent whole and then bring
together an experience or a fantasy with the elements of the material and so produce a
work of art in their own terms.
The media I have chosen to discuss are paint and clay because they are most fundamental and offer children endless possibility for development. T hey can be used with
increasing skill and depth throughout the school years and on and on, perhaps
throughout one's life.
Paint and clay are materials appropriate for children's use. A gratifying product with
paint or clay is possible even for a three year old . Pain ing is essentially a two-dimensional
medium, it is valuable for children to have experiences in other two-dimensional
materials as well. Drawing is also fundamental but it deals with line alone. Collage is
valuable, because it deals with shapes that are cut and placed around on a twod imensional surface, so the child can organize shape, color, texture, pattern. Paint includes all these elements with the added advantage that it is fluid. The child does
everything when working with paint. He mixes his own color, he arranges lines, shapes,
and colors on the picture surface. In addition, paint has a kind of sensory outcome which
the touch of a brush records, and feelings, both conscious and unconscious can be expressed. The edges may be hard or soft, they can be blurred at will. The paint most
suitable for children is poster paint, because it is so easy to handle. It may be painted over
and put on in so many different ways.
Children can also have experiences in many three-dimensional media but clay is
perhaps the most fundamental and the easiest to handle. Further, since clay is modelled
with the hands no tool is necessary and nothing comes between the child and his work.

Clay has flexibility but also resistance. It offers quick gratification as well as on going
challenge.
Charlotte Doyle talked of the child's need for encouragement. I believe children need
a special kind of encouragement from the teacher. The teacher provides materials and
often may provide that first spark, that beginning that initiates the idea. The teacher's
"paint or draw what you like," may be frightening rather than liberating to some
children. But if a teacher asks an open-ended question that helps each to find within
himself or herself the memory of an experience or an idea drawn from imagination , that
little beginning, will start either a painting or a piece of sculpture which is a personal
expression. I do not believe in setting a topic, as for example, "Paint a picture about a
basketball game." But a question such as, "What do you like to play, " is open-ended
enough to allow for many, many ideas. "Where are plac;es that you wait?" is another of
such open ended suggestions. There are a myriad of questions that can be asked to help
children focus on ideas of their own. The teacher can then ask a transition question which
helps the child to think in terms of the material, "What colors are you going to use, or,
what size lump of clay do you need for your idea?" It is helpful for the teacher to say
something so the children really get to thinking in the material, as they stati to work with
it.
The discussion which follows is drawn from a slide presentation of work by children
from three to thirteen years of age in schools widely separated geographically. Vve have
work by country children and city children and from children of a variety of socioeconomic groups.
Before children can really control and use a material to express an idea, they must
explore it. This initial exploration is essential to learning to "think in the medium."
Our first slide shows us a three year old who really does not yet know what he can do
with paint. He holds the brush, which for the child is almost an extension of himself; hi.;;
arm. It hardly seems a tool coming between the child, the material and the idea. So, here
he is finding out that when you push the brush, it makes a line. Color hardly matters
because he puts one color on another with abandon. But here is another more experienced
three year old who has gained some control. She can make an enclosure with a line, fill it
with color and then decorate the area with dots. And so she is discovering the elements of
painting, which are line, color and shape.
And here a six year old has not only achieved control, but is now able to arrange and
organize the elements in a design. He used a great variety of colors both light and dark
that he has mixed himself, and arranged them to create a strong rhythm made by curving
shapes, which stay so beautiful within that rectangular-piece of paper. In this brief review
we see the young child moving toward mastery of the material and already able to arrange
the elements (line, color, shape) as a coherent whole expre ssing some individuality and
feeling.
·
,..
1

Now we can proceed to look at ways in which some chi}dren .organize the elements of
painting to tell a story, express an idea or experience. Thjs boy tells his experience with
paint. 'Tm in the woods with my brother who is hunting," he says, and there in the
painting he is with his brother, who holds the gun and in the background we see a very
indistinct, white animal. He has really combined what he knows about the material with
his story and with a fine sense of design which we see in the way he has painted the ground
with rhythmic stripes going diagonally against the plain areas, and making it all hold
together as a painting. And so the story is told with clarity, strength, and feeling.
Some ch ild ren as young as four or five re-live an experience as they paint about it.
This child said, as she placed these elongated figures so appropriately on the vertical piece

1The Creative Process: A Study in Paradox.
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of paper, "My mother and my sister and I are walking down the road in the country. Then
we came to a lake," reliving as she painted the experience of the cool water. And as she
placed over the figures a variety of colors up and up and up, then said, "And the water
came up to my neck! "
The paintings we have seen thus far are simple statements of single experiences. But
here we have a very complex painting with time and space and affect synthesized. In Tuskegee, Alabama, one little girl said, "I'm cooking supper for my little brother, while I'm
waiting for my mother to come home. " She has shown us both the outside and the inside
of the house. The inside-the top story, where they live, is shown in X-ray. She leads our
eye up that curved staircase, dramatically, because it takes you up to where she is. And
then painting the white wall of the upstairs she has painted out a red outline, thereby
leading your eye down to the mother who is almost home with her heavy bag of groceries.
It is kind of a wish picture, too. Knowing that this girl always looks after the little brother
after school one can sense in this painting a poignant wish for her mother to be coming
home.
Here is a New York City picture," A crowd of children looking at a crowd of chickens
in the pet show." A very dramatic painting is put together with rectangles. The ch ickens
are centered in a square, the strongest rectangle of all. However, this light square is
placed in the lower right hand corner of a very dark rectangle so it appears, visually offcenter. Surrounding the outside of the dark rectangle are dots representing the crowd of
people- a staircase suggested by another rectangle is placed outside the crowd, opposite
the chicken enclosure thereby leading one's eye to the chickens. She finally fills the edges
of the painting in dark purple. Details are used skillfully to accentuate the feeling of the
picture. You see the tiny, little legs on the chickens contrasted with the group of black
hair on the heads of the crowd. The two parts join within the total plan of the painting, to
make it a coherent whole and give us the message of her feelings about the dram a of the
occasion.
Another strong painting, where the drama lies in use of scale, namely, the hugeness
of the heads looking down at a football field, was painted by a ten year old boy who was
attempting a problem-solving task in this picture. He was having difficulty placing the
players on the field and he said to me, "I don't think that's right. Do you?" My answer
was, "That's one way of doing it, but there are other ways." I remembered a painting that
he had done some months before, and this was his way of representing space. The figures
facing each other are flat which conveys the action. It is a perfectly good way of painting.
But he was ready for something else. And so I said, "There is another way of doing it.
Would you like to have two of your friends facing each other a nd see if you can figure it
out?" "But," he said, "I sta1ied it the other way." And this is where technical help and
skill can be of great service when the child is ready for it. I said, "You know, if you let it
dry, you can paint over it." His response was, "Oh, I see," told me that here was one of
the times a teacher had hit it right. But it is safe to follow a rule that can lead the children
to work out the problem themselves. Ask the question. Lead them to a possible solution.
But let them solve the problem. Because if this boy had been taught perspective in the oldfashioned way, then he never would have had the power to make this picture with those
heads so big. And here the whole thing holds together so beautifully because the picture is
truly his. You cannot paint by rules. He worked this out himself, and all his subsequent
paintings he did in this, his very own kind of a way. T hese pre-adolescents are struggling
through ways of expressing space in their paintings. It is a struggle that sta1is when
children are eight, and they need a good base all the way along in order to be able to meet
the problem in a creative way.
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Thi_s is a painting by a Japanese child in the era of pre-adolescence. When children
~re movmg toward ~h~se y~ars we begin to see influences of the culture, especially the art
'.n_t~e cultu~e. And 1~ 1~ a time when it is appropriate to offer rich exposure to it. However
it _is mtere~tmg that 1t 1s not Japanese painting that is the influence here, but the emphasi;
of pattei:n m the culture. In Jap~~ pattern is evident in the clothes, the houses, the way the
ston~s are plac~d on a walk. This 1s ~ paint!ng telling of the experience of a trip. In Japan
1
~\s :h-grade1s are ta~en ~n overnight tnps, sometimes for several days, and this grottp
th~ h e~n tak~m ~oha~ historic place and had visited a modern factory enroute. Obviously
Y ~ a very nc t ree days. And the teacher had asked them to paint about it B t t
~h~chtld1~n the real thrill was the sleep over, and most of them painted about th;t ~he0
a staye at a youth inn, where they sleep on the floor under quilts called futon~ an~
a~parently they ~lept t~o to a futon. Anq this is ·the way they have been placed i~ the
picture, overlappmg, with strong design. There they are, leaning toward each other th
;ay th_e h_eads are placed, and t~e arms going out bring all the factors together that '1ak:
11
e pamtmg a very coherent design as well as visually communicating.
Her~ is another twelv~ year old's picture. There had been a motivational discussion
abou~ nm~y places _an~ quiet places, very open and successful because it allowed children
oppo1tu111ty for obJect1ve and subjective statements in their pictures.
. This is a c~t, ~alking alon~ i~ the night. It's a mood painting, and very poignant, I
~~111k. T he colots are subtle ~ariat1on of purples moving into a dark purple that is a lmost
a~k . The_ black c~t ~laced m the lower right corner walks out of the painting but one's
ehye ts h~ld_ 111 the pa111 tmg by the brilliance of the moon in the upper right corner as well as
t e vanat1on of tones on the picture surface.
f r We have seen many paintings in which children express experiences imagination
ee 111gs, and now let us look and see what they do with clay.
'
'
f . Here_ we have a cl~y piece by a five-year old , "A man riding an elephant." Clay allows
01
_ very direct express~on and as in painting it is when an idea really fuses with the direct
tesponse,to ~he material, that the work is successful. If you look closely, you can see the
elephant s t~ unk. It does not protrude, an essentially honest way of using the clay so that
the who_le pte~e holds together in a solid mass. You sense the child's fingers all over the
clay. It ts so dir~ct, so strong and so much in terms of the material. T he piece was small
enough to hold 111 ~he hollo~ of your hand. And yet, looking at it there, one feels a sort of
monu~1ental quaht~ that ts sculpture. When children have had ample experience in
explonng the material, they are able intuitively to bend it to nrnke it work for the idea
and to adapt their ideas to it.
'
'
'
This piece is a product of a five-year old girl -who said, "It's a ballet dancer" Sh
kn~w that to hold that weight up, the legs had to be h ~avy. So she makes them ·heavy~
which do~s not detract from her expression. Other five-year olds and young children
m_~k~ ~heir sculptu~·es fla!, cut out and modeled, flat on the table. Interestingly some
pumittv~ sculpture mcludmg the early geometric period of the _Greeks is like that. After
completion they would have the piece stand erect. ·
_Thi_s boy solv~d his pr~blem in quite another way. He made the piece, a nd he was
h~ldmg it up ~s I watched him at work. Almost involuntarily. I said , "Watch out. See if it
wtfl stand up. So he held it up, and said, "No. It won't." As a teacher you sometimes have
to 1old back the _an~~~r. I could_ha;e said, "You have to make the legs thicker." But 1
"".att~d _an? he s~td , I II ~ha~ge _it. I l! make him into an acrobat stand in g on his head."
l hete ts '?ventton an~ feel mg 111 thts little sculpture, a nd the boy who made it was
together wt~h t he material, so that he was able to change his idea to meet the demands of
that material, clay.

!
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I have been wondering lately why some children's pots have an aesthetic quality, and
why some do not? Perhaps it has to do with the direct response to the material, how
children push it, how they hold their hands, how they feel the clay and invest in it their
individual feeling for the material. Aesthetic quality is usually the result of the way the
child uses material to express a n idea whether in making a pot or a sculpture. In pottery
the idea is a container, the most primitive and basic of all containers beyond simply
cupped hands.
These are little pinch pots, a way in which children can produce a p ot most simply
and most directly. Let us consider how pinch pots are made. First the child makes a small
ball of clay. The outcome d epends on the size of that ball, how it is held in the hand, how
the thumb is pressed in to make the hole. Does a child keep the thumb in all the time, or
does he cha nge and put the thumb on the outside? Here we see a boy with a pot he has
just fini shed cupped in his hand, and it seems to belong there. There was a very natural
growing of the piece, held in his hand from start to finish. Nothin_g came between him a nd
the material.
I have observed that when children make their pinch pots on the table instead of in
the cupped hand tht:: flat surface of the table inted eres, coming between the child a nd the
clay. Therefore the resulting pot seems less aesthetically satisfying, less expressive of the
child who made it. Here are two pieces, the one on the right has so much life, just seems to
have been made by somebody. T he other piece seems to express the ch ild's preoccupation,
not with the shape of the thing he was making, but with making a slick, smooth finished
product. How do we support, when working in a craft like this with children, their feeling
it o ut for themselves and not being too preoccupied with slickness?

Clay sculpture is expressive when the subject comes from the ~hi\d 's own experience.
whether it be reality or fantasy. All of us have seen th ousa nd s of stereotype turtles. one
that is rather prevalent. But Diana, living in Alabama, really knew turtles. She _knew _the
roundness of the turtle, the way its legs stick out, its fl ashing eye. And what mcredt~le
inven tion , to take a little stick and make a hole through the head to show those white
flashing eyes. You feel that little turtle walking along slowly.
Seven-year-old Eric made a strong and massive clay piec~. "~y father is giving n_1e a
·1 g back " he says. He composes it as total mass, and gives 1t rhythm. There 1s a
pg y
'
.
.
h
I
counter-rhythm made by the way the two arms come out of the body, against t e way ~ ~e
two legs come out. You feel the walking, and you feel the weigh t: a~,d you feel Ertc s
pleasure by the way his little head is tipped, the way he holds onto Im father; a nd how he
and his father become one. We perceive t enderness as well as strength.
Can a young child express and thus share with us deep fear? We think so. A?by, who
was seven, was going to have a tonsil operation the next week,_ and natu1:ally was m a state
about it. T he tonsil operation was not mentioned , but everythmg was gomg wrong. Sh~ sat
down in the corner, took the clay and made this representation of he rself. T he_re she 1s on
the operating table with her mouth open, the completely m_asked d octor beside her ~~d
the nurse over at a table, ominously, with those enormous mstrume~ts. How wond~tful
for this child at this d evelopmental stage to be able to work out a n a~x1ety through_ usmg a
material rather than words. She was probably unable to talk about 1t, nor d o I thmk that
she would have written about it, but she was able to let this material tell us her story and
thereby perhaps assuage her anxiety.
Here we have another group piece that has a sculptural a n~ a pers~nal message. A
nine year old girl who still has reading difficulty loved her special readmg teacher ~nd
here in clay is this teacher at work with the little girl. You can almost s_ee the psychological
connection between the two, the teacher leaning over, her arms leadmg you from on~ to
the other. The book becomes pa11 of the whole, p ut together in a solid sculptural design.

These small pots vary in size and shape and each in its way expresses something of
the child who m ade it. Some a re polished (burnished with a smooth pebble) and some are
left rough with the imprint of the child's fingers . Others are polished and then simple
designs a re scratched on the surface. These children had been deeply involved in the
whole process from the digging of the clay to the building and firing of the kiln. I am
always fascinated, when they take their things out of the kiln, how each child knows his
own pot. If you don't look closely, they may all look rathe r similar to you, but the c hildren
all know their own, and the way they handle their finished pots is revealing.

To learn new techniques is appropriate for ten year olds. T his gro~p has learned how
to make slab, that is, to roll out the clay with a rolling pin, cut out pieces a nd then put
them together in a construction. T he suggestion had bee~, fo~· the ~roup that they use a
combination of slab a nd modeling to create a group piece 111 which slab was used to
develop an environment.
In this piece we see two men sitting in the park with their dogs. By the way, their ha ts
are removable a bit of eleven year old fun. See how beautifully the bench is constructed.
But there wer: problems. "I don't know how to make the man s_itting on th~ ~ench," he
said. "I don't know how to make his legs." He had no difficulty w~th_ the one sttt~ng ~n _the
ground. And I said , "Let's see where your legs are when you are s1ttmg on~ cha1~·; S1ttmg
on a bench is the same thing. What part of you is on the bench. Just figure it out. He felt
around for a while, and then said, "Ah , I'm going to make those legs out of slab. Much
better." And what a marvelous idea. How terrible it would have been if I had shown him
how to model it . His solution to use slab for the legs also works for the design. It ties the
slab of the bench into a unified whole.
T hinking "in the material" and being attuned to its possibilities and limitations is as
important when workrng in a craft as it is in painting or sculpture.
Let us now consider one way clay can be used to make pottery. These pots are the
work of six to eight-year-old children in Alab ama. T hey are pinch pots fired in a sawdust
kiln. Due to lack of oxygen the red iron in the clay turns black and so all the pots are

We have looked at some of the ways in which children think in the medium as they
create, a nd some of the ways that we as teachers can help them by providing appropriate
materials, by asking a question to spark a n idea, and by our response to the finished
work. How we respond to children a nd communicate with them about their finished work
is perhaps one of the most important things we do. We do more than simply1approve. V\ e
describe what we see honestly: In a painting we can d escribe the way the child has used
colors, the way he has arra nged shapes on the picture surface, and the way he has shown
'
the subject, if there is one. And we want to be very open in acc'epting
the offbeat. Children
often transpose freely. We want to willingly accept the purple cow becau'se often children
will transpose aspects of reality for the purpose of expression . . It may be done unconsciously and intuitively but it is very important. I had such a nice experience recently
in one of our Follow T hrough Schools. Some children were making puppe ts, a nd one
little girl was making a puppet with green and orange yarn for the hair, and it really
looked great. But her friend came by and said , "You can't have two colors of hair!"
Fortunately, even before I could respond a little boy ca me over and said , "You can, too.
You can, too, have two colors of hair. Look at Ms. Lord's hair. It's white a nd it's brown.
Sure you can have two colors of hair!" And so right! So you can have white a nd brown,
but you can have green and orange, too!
How valuable for all children to have the opportunity to work in ma ny, many media.
as well as to learn to think in many, many different ways.

black.
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by any means reared in isolation from the arts. In fact, the small New England town
where I was born and where I lived until going off to college was something of a gathering
place for artists. Yet, the a1is for many of us natives were separated from our daily lives. I
knew many of the artists as people but somehow or other never connected up their personal side, so that I would know a person because they lived near me. I also know that
they painted. But in that sense, in the remnants of the Puritan culture in New England
that I grew up in, it seemed that art was also a job. It was legitimized as a job, and a job
was something you had special skills in, and so that made you a "professional" in some
way. The rest of us stood around the edges.

DOES THE ART OF THE AMATEUR HA VE INTEGRITY?
Francis J. Roberts

1 earn my living, not as an artist, but by doing somethi~g el_se. Tl:e "s~methin~ else"
in this case is the very compelling, difficult, and stimulat1~g Job of Pr~s1d~nt of B_a~k
Street As you can well imagine, trying to fill the expectations of that. tole 1s an art in
itself! ·The desire to get it all together-the people, the ideas, the fi~anctal reso~r~~s, t~e
aspirations the inevitable conflicts, is truly analogous to the resolution of an~ P1 ~ ~ 111 in
th
t an'd all of the elements are present-line, color, form, tex~ure, design, a ance,
. an~ a;o~~1e ultimate, but tenuous unity. But that wor~ is my publzc art, created by the
joined hands of students, alumni, and colleagues, certainly not
i_11e alone.
.
Just beneath the toughened hide of this educational adn~'.ntstrator are ~?me ot_het
irations desires or needs. In that sense, all of us are many people, not Just
~~~noprint;. It is n~y belief part of the tensions that affl!ct our time flo~ ;rom tha~
common mandate to "be" a specialist and find one's place in what we so naive y ca11 our
"highly developed" civilization. To be this one thing in a manner a~~eptab!e to those who
have come to expect high competence as the hallmark of a compet1t1ve society me~ts t~n~
must make the choice clearly and crisply, stick to it_ at al_! c~sts, and _s~~s~m~ a ~- t~:
urges. We pay a high price for this demand to seek 1dent1ty m a spec1a JO • ne o

Nothing in my early school experience helped me very much in crossing over that
line, because most of the ati experiences I had as a child in school were really very prosaic.
They were copyist experiences, or attempts at representational art of one kind or another
that really didn't do much for me. It may have had a socializing value and a 111 ild sense of
pride often came from making a valentine or something like that. But this was all clearly
separated out from any sense of art. It was really toying with art. Through those early
years I had a continuing desire to do more, yet I didn't know how to get across the
threshhold. I couldn't figure out how one got into serious exploration of the arts. I didn't
see anything as a young person growing up that made it possible for me to cross over. And
so I thought of myself as standing on the sidelines of art.

b:

Then when I was in high school I got interested in drawing cartoons. I think that
really sprung more from an interest in social criticism, frankly, than it did in the arts. It
was more of an intellectual thing. It was simply "representing ideas" in shorthand
fashion, and the fact that there was two-dimensional a1i work involved seemed to me to be
an aside to the whole thing, although it did cause me to think in those early teen years that
maybe some soti of career in the atis would be interesting. I was given really little encouragement in this. People said that's not a career. That's something you happen into,
one way or another, but you don't define this as a career pattern. So it faded away.

prices is in the a1is.
.
. .
You see if each of us has to find our sense of being by means of a spec1~c career, _w,e
dare not give• in to our other desires too deeply, and in the case of th~ arts, this means t~ s
okay to go to a gallery, or occasionally in a spare moment play at pamts o~· throwh a hpobt bin
· class. But t h"ts casua I flirtation with . the arts
adult education ceramics
. . 1s at t e o Y
level. How do we release those deeper creative forces, the real artists wtthm so many of us,

On to college, and again, a place that wasn't a very inventive environment. I did have
a chance to take a lot of ati courses, but few of these were studio art courses, and most of
them were facts "about" art. I also gained more understanding of movements in a1i and
history of ati, but it was still not part of my own physical experience. Although I retained
a lingering desire for this kind of art, I was long past the point where I seriously was
considering art as a career. Still, I had this great longing to leap across what seemed. a
threshhold higher than ever between amateur and professional! ·
;

perhaps all of us?
.
One way I say who I am is through painting. Those two ~ictu~·es over there ag~inst
the wall are examples. I 've exhibited a bit in a casual way, Ive given a-:va~ one ~t two
. 1
1 b t I've never sold one nor offered to sell one (at any price.). So Im an
to specta peop e, u
d
f1
amateur. But I don't consider myself a hobbyist. Mytaintings, ~ n~\;~·=r~i:te e~~ e ~~~~
but flow from deep within me in all of the comp ex ways _w tc .
morning explained to us. Somebody looked at some of my pictures
t~~
.d
"Oh
you
paint
for
the
fun
of
it."
No!
I
wanted
to
say,
not
or
e un
1
and sa ,
· ·
ff·
not really fun, it's hard work, it's often frustrating. But tt ts gra I ym_g:
I believe one of the great needs for people today !s for o~portu111t1es to mak~ pe?onal
.
d t have singular and direct experiences in contrast to the inevitably
statements an o
.&
•
t · d with the
or anized world of life and work, a world where one's own 1he ts s? en wme
.
ne~work of other people. To me the arts in nearly all forms provide that special op
portunity for individual expression.
.
.
But how does one strike out towards th~t expressiv: dimens10~ wh1:_h :akes the
amateur away from just dabbling in paint, and into expression that has mtegnty •

0

t orce°~~:,·~:.~

'

I had a chance to play around with many of the kinds of things which you see around
in an art room like this at Bank Street, paper mache, big brushes, the chance to bring
materials together in a variety of ways. This somehow or other seemed to me to be the way
in which I (then in my 20's) might start to cross that threshhold. It now became possible
for me to really fool around, to mess around in the a1is, and to start to probe a little bit in
ways that were personally satisfying and in a setting that seemed to make this kind of

We each have our own story. For me, artistic expression for a long time was _com licated by my exaggerated respect for the professional artist. I w~s t~oroughly convmce?
fhat the professional artist was in some deep way a thoroughly different person. I wasn t
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My first chance to swing back the other way came-when I was a beginning teacher.
Working with a group of 7th graders in a little town in Com~ecticut, I was the whole 7th
grade, so all the experiences in the program were up to · n1e. The school had very
generous supplies and materials and it was possible for me, apart from whatever else was
going on in the program , to cycle back to an earlier stage in my own development and to
experience for the first time a kind of child-like freedom to play with the materials,
something which I never experienced in my own education as a child , where art meant
formal assignments in a formal curriculum.

/
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audacity play? I think if plays a very big part. I know it did, with me. It took an enormous
amount of courage to break through the barriers.

thing possible and acceptable. Students, of course, had fun too as they sensed we were
sharin g some new venture.
Then a number of years went by; I was in my early JO's, and happened to be living
across the street from a sculptor and painter and got drawn into joining an art league and
signing up for a painting class. The feeling I had after I had done this: "Well, I've.finally
made the leap-I really don't need to hold off on this kind of thing any longer. I've
wanted for so long to explore this seriously." I had signed up. Then I remembered s? well
the night that class was to begin. I thought that day: This is silly, these people obviously
are going to be too good for me, and I'll be left behind in the process, and-well, I've got
better things to with my time than . . . All these "reasons" arose why this was not a
thing to do. And it was really with wet palms that I went to the first session of the painting

I wonder if each of us doesn't have some barriers like this within us that we would
really like to break through but don't know how? Winston Churchill in a marvelous little
boo_k called Pai~ting As A Pastime, has one of the most intriguing passages on this
subject of audacity and the other preoccupations of the amateur. Bearing in mind all the
public responsibilities that Ch urchill had, even relati~ely early in his life, listen to him tell
his story:
"~ sl:)all now relate ~y personal experience. When I left the Admiralty at the end
of May 1915, I remamed a member of the Cabinet and of the War Council.In this
position I knew everything and could do nothing. The change from the intense
Executive's activities of each day, work at the Admiralty, to the narrowing
measured duties of a councillor left me gasping, like a sea beast fished up from
the depths or a diver too suddenly hoisted. My veins threatened to burst from the
fall in pressure. I had great anxiety and no means of relieving it. I had vehement
con~ictions and small power t~ ?ive effect to them. I had to watch the unhappy
castmg away of great opportun1t1es and the feeble execution of plans which I had
launched _and i~ whi~h I heartily believed. I had the long hours of utterly unwanted leisure, m which to contemplate the fateful unfolding of the War. At a
mom~nt when every fiber of my being was inflamed to action, I was forced to
remam a spectator of the tragedy, placed cruelly in a front seat. And it was then
that the muse of painting came to my rescue, out of all charity and out of chivalry,
because after all she had nothing to do with me, and said, "Are these toys any
good to you? They amuse some people."

class.
By happy luck, the artist who was teaching was the right kind of perso~ for m~. His
whole teaching technique seemed to run ahead of anything I had ever ex~ertenced ~n the
arts. For instance, he spent no time in formal instruction. He put a pamt brush m my
hand, and said, "Begin," I said, "But what?" I was prepared to argue that I needed to
know something about line and color and form, and that I needed someone to show me
how to mix the paints and someone ought to--and he said , "Begin!" The only thing he
did say was, "Look to your tools!" I'd brought a small brush and a small canvas board to
paint on, and he said , "That's no good. Take this." And he had something very big. A~d
then I looked at this great, big thing. And instead of my little brushes, he gave me big
brushes. They looked like children's brushes, and I had trouble with that for a moment. I
thought, I don't have anything that big that I want to paint at this point!
It triggered a whole new experience in my life, something which I have continued
with deep interest, and something which has brought a great deal of refreshm_ent to me.
and has made it possible for me to probe a lot of other areas of my own profess tonal work
in education. It has caused me to think very differently about the relationship between the
amateur and the professional in all of life. It has become a kind of pervasive background
note as I look at people, and wonder why people can't become more than they are at any
point in their lives. How is it that with each one of us we often shy away from things we
want to try out in our own life? What is it that you would like to try out that you haven't
tried out? How can you get across that threshhold ? Wouldn't it be a more interesting
world if more of us could somehow find ways to get across that? Part of it seems connected to the way it is paved or not paved in childhood. But if the way isn't paved, and for
many of us this is the case in arts, then how do we overcome that as adults?
T his leaves me with a whole series of questions at this point in my life. For instance,
why is the culture so at odds with the a1is? Why a re we brought up , and. socialize? in a
way that makes it extremely hard for adults to cross that line into the c_reat1ve exper~ence?
What is it that you would like to do and don't do? Why don't you do tt? Is part of it that
you somehow or other think that that's inappropriate for a 35-year old, 55-year old , 65year old, 25-year old, to do? We say, "I am a nurse," "I am a lawyer," "~y identity is my
profession," 'Tm socialized in this aspect of the culture." Ad~lt_edu~at1on, by_and_ large,
doesn't do it. Do we define the a1is too sharply? We say pamtmg ts somethmg for the
experts, hut gardening is something for the amateurs. Do we separate it accord i~g to the
medium that interests us? Cooking. Is that an ati or is it a task? What's the difference
between cooking as an a1i and cooking as a task? As compared to the difference between
painting- say, choosing colors to paint a room, and painting the room? Where are the
connections? How much are they sorted out into different boxes? Is the key to the degree
of creativity or the expetiness measured according to classic rules? What part does
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"Some experiments one Sunday in the country with the children's paintbox led
me to procure the next morning a complete outfit for painting in oils. Having
bought the colors and an easel and canvas, the next step was to begin. But what a
step to take. The palette gleamed with beads of color fair, and white rose from the
canvas. The empty brush hung poised, heavy with destiny, irresolute in the air.
My hand seemed arrested by a silent veto. But after all, the sky on this occasion
was un questionably blue, and a pale blue at that. There could be no doubt that
blue paint mixed with white should be at the top part of the canvas. One does not
really need to have an artist's training to see that. It is a starting point for us all.
So very gin~erl~ I m(xed a little_ blue paint on the palette with a very small brush,
and then with mfimte precaution made a mark, about as big as a bean, on the
affronted snow-white shield. It was a challenge a deliberate challenge, but so
subdued, so halting, indeed so cataleptic that it deserved no response. At that
mo~ent the approaching sound of a motor car was heard in tht; drive. From this
chanot there stepped. swiftly and lightly none other than the gifted wife of Sir
John Laverly. "Painting! Well, what are you hesitating about? Let me have a
brush, the big one!" Splash into the turpentine. Wallop onto the blue and the
white. Frantic flourish on the palette, clean no longer. T J-ien several large, fierce
strok_es and slashes of blue on the absolutely cowering canvas. Anybody could see
that 1t could not hit back. No evil fate avenged the jaunty violence. T he canvas
grinned in helpl_essness before me. The spell was broken. -The sickly inh\bitions
rolled away. I seized the largest brush and fell upon my victim wjth berserk fury. I
have never felt any awe of canvas since."
·

l_'he~e are th~ e·x periences that fascinate me personally. They facinate me equa lly on
a professtonal basts, because my work concerns how one helps people get from where they
are to become 111ure than they are at some later point in their life, whether as children or
adults.
What I have said so far is really just a prologue. It' s your life and you are the one to
wrestle with the questions as they relate to you, your work and your identity. For example :
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-Are children amateur artists or young atiists?
-Charlotte Doyle says, "The pull of the work must be very strong, strong enough
to survive the frustrations of the early attempts in the medium which seem to
mock the turning away from the work, the achievement, then the loss of
concentration." Does the amateur have that pull?
-Children' s school art so often seems to be a very conscious process. Yet, Freud
said, "The writer is a person with a certain flexibility of repression and the
courage to let his unconscious speak." Is the art of children reflective of that
flow?
--Can the amateur's art meet the criteria of Freud (expression of the unconscious), Jung (universal themes, collective unconscious), Maslow (creative
living) and others, yet be so deficient in "craft" as to fail as art?

A DIALOGUE:
ARE THERE PERCEPTIBLE CHANGES IN THE ART STYLE
OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN THE LAST DECADE?
P,iscilla Pemberton, Reporter

The creative urges and expression of black people are not a new phenomenon in
American life. As far back as 1780, black minstrel singers were delighting audie nces
throughout the South with their singing and da ncing. By the turn of the 19th r.e ntury,
Paul Lawrence Dunbar and others were producing s uccessful theatricals a nd a lthough
discrimination strangled their efforts, many blacks found it possib le to gain considerable
acclaim.

-It is often suggested that young children are " creative" and "expressive," but

that they become more restrained and conforming as they become adults. Yet
adult life should allow wider bounds for creative expression and has rich life
experiences to deepen the meaning of the artistic expression. Who is freer to
create--the adult or the child?
-A few years ago, someone collected a group of fingerpaintings done by
chimpanzees and in a subsequent art show some of these won critical acclaim.
How would you describe the artists?

Some b lacks performed Shakespearean roles as well as other roles-bu t with out
doubt, the lot of blacks in the theatre was hard and -pai11ful. Because of racism the history
of black people in the visual arts and music was also hard and pa inful. T his st ruggle from
slavery to the present was the concern of those who attended this workshop.
Many more questions were asked t han an swers found , but the spirit of inquiry which
penneated the workshop was valuable in and of itself.
T he feeling was clearly expressed that the visua l arts are very slowly makin g an
emergence as a n important force in t he artistic community, both b lack a nd white. This
visibility began in the 1920's with the Harlem Renaissance and reac hed a kind of peak in
the '60's, when the term " black artists" became common usage.
What propelled this emergence? The fact that black people began to understand a nd
find pride and pleasure in their blackness doubtlessly was a major cause; for no artist can
create im portant images if he or she is unclear about the self im age. This black image
took years to b e defined so t hat the time would arrive when black artists could see their
image with certainty.

!

As black artists resisted the d emand of prominent b lacks to remain in t he black
community and add to the community's culture, they prepared . themse lves to move in
other directions. Too ma ny people were saying that black a rtists didn't know what they
were doing-they were moving in too ma ny different directions.
But the black art ist, aware that the black community, is not restricted to one single
community, or any one area, felt it was time that a single, importa nt place be established
to show off black art.
The Museum of Modern Art, one of the most prest1g1ous museums in the world
seemed a target the black a rtist should a im for. It seemed a ppropriate, for exam ple, to
have a M a1tin Luther King; Jr. wing at this museum, a fantastic, inte rnational areiia
where black people from all over the world could experience black art. It seemed pa rticularly importa nt that the art of black people should be on view beyo nd the Studio
Museum in H arlem .
But this was not to be, and black people who visit the Museum of Modern Art do not
see the work of black artists represented, and are inclined to believe th at black a rtis ts
h ave ri1 ade no contributions to t he visual a1ts- obviously, this is not true.
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In 1970, through efforts of several patrons of the arts, the Chase Manhattan Bank in
New York City became interested in exhibiting the work of black artists. Black _a_1iists
applauded this effoti to become more visible, even though the idea was pohttcally

creativity need illumination? The atiist must discover and cultivate his/ her creativity.
T he btack artist first must see himself/h erself and then the world. Teachers of young
children ought to seek out those youngsters with talent and encourage them . Many
children of course will become consumers of art, but many, many others will have the
capacities to be the producers of art, and these children o ug ht to be inspired by supportive teachers.

motivated.
The black artist however was not permitted to paint as she/ he wished for C hase
Manhattan had pre-conceived ideas of what black ati people wanted to see.

Among the many other problems the black atiist faces is that of sexism. ½bite artists
are not immune from this scourge either. The black artist however has the need to
communicate with the world in whatever medium his talents propose. In the next decade
the productivity of the black artist will und oubtedly reach a new hig h. Even today, the
black artists have ac hieved significa nce in the institutions of the ati community. They
serve on teaching staffs, have one man/ one woman showings and have found many opportunities as book illustrators. The art community is a meaningful part of the world
community, and the black artist must take his place alongside a ll others who make up our
pluralistic society.

T his experience made black a1iists questio n themselves and their art even more
deeply. What should be the direction of black art? What is the present image of t~e _black_
artist? How and when has the image of the black artist cha nged ? What vanettes of
diversity should black art claim? Isn't the relationship to the African heritage central to
important black ati? How should black artists b ecome a part of the ma instream of
American art?
The centrality of the African heritage to black art is a concern which the black artist
believes must be dealt with . Relationship to the African culture motivates the black artist
to perfect his/ her talent in ways t hat will reflect where black _people ca~1e from and who
indeed they are. As paii of this , their art must go back to thell' early chtldhood , whe n the
black family was an extended family-the African concept of family life .
T he black artist of today must work with a changing concept of art. T he hope must
be to reach today's black youth , youth who have dedicated themselves to a rediscovery of
their black heritage and tradition, to see it a ll with newly focussed eyes. Today's black
yo uth h ave rebelled against t he shackles of imitation and are finding pride in the
uniqueness of their hair, skin and features.
This reaffirmation of self is also seen in the language of black children. Black
children were taught tha t their langu age was infe rior, that it failed to convey messages
and meanings. But today's black writers have taken the rh ythms, the textures and the
sounds of that language and proved it significant. Learning other ways of using la nguage
does not demand an eradication or rejection of the language the human community find s
comfortable and valuable.
Important books by black authors celebrate t he lang uage of the black community.
This atlirmation of black atiists who work throughout the medium of la nguage is similar
in its protest to t he artist who works wit h brush and paint or in the performing arts.
An excit ing aspect to black creativity is the extent to which yo ung black students a re
able to express their own creativity in their success in producing publishable material.
Many othe r students not yet published, are eager to continue to express their innermost
selves; to be t he k ind of spontaneous persons which stamp them as artistic people.

/

Just as t he professional artist needs time to create, and a society that will support
his/ h er creativity, the yo ung black students need to have their latent sparks lit, by a n
institution of the la rger society. It is unfort unate t hat the dema nd s of economics. families,
and politics make it ditlicult or impossible for creative yout h to experience the ecstasy
which gives fo rm to the creative impulses.
The question of support of the struggling black a rtist is a critical o ne. Too often
recog nitio n comes afte r d eath . A lifetime of non-recognit ion does no t help the artist to
create with the same excitement. His inner satisfactio ns are of course impor ta nt, but
witho ut societal suppmi the art ist fee ls a nger a nd fru stration.
In Holland , for exa mple, artists are supported by the State so they can give of
themselves to their creativity without the excessive b urden of day-to-day economic survival. Will American society ever truly meet its responsibility to those whose inner tires of
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MUSIC. MOVEMENT AND DRAMATIC IMPROVISATION
Miriam B. Stecher

"
To demonstrate the role of spontaneity in the creative process; to explore new uses of
materials, to participate in the role of leader or learner, to adapt to limiting circumstances was the goal I had set myself for this workshop. A room which could hold 25
at most had 50 eager participants ready to begin. This, plus the expressed hope of one
participant asking for activities useful for wheelchair-bound children, gave us a
springboard for meaningful if unplanned exploration.
We began with unconventional warm-up "exercises." After lovely. long. strong
stretches in all directions, we let our arms fall loosely in our laps, relaxed and "warmed
up." Although our initial focus was on body/ space awareness, we also enjoyed this as an
aesthetic experience.
Another was to use our arms "as if lifting a tremendous weight and carefully setting it
down nearby." Suggestions for furth er development in the classroom: partners or small
groups working together decide, "What are we lifting? Why are we moving it? 'Where are
we taking it? What happens now?" Creative language and dramatic improvisation is
more likely if it is made clear that the teacher is not expecting a particular "right" answer. It will positively flow if unexpected responses can be viewed as potential stimu lants
to further creativity.
Then we turned to percussion instrum ents of which only a handful were available. Of
necessity we turned to a primary source of percussion-our immediate environment- and
found so many things to tap or shake or blow or scrape;- different materials;- wood,
glass, plastic, paper, metal. Now a new task. " Select 'two of these that sound essentially
different from each other . . . Play them alternately, finding a way to make the transition
smooth, how to get the so.u nd faster or slower, louder or softer. " Rhythmic patterns
emerged. So did variations in dynamics.
We shared our creative productions with those sitting oldse by and then tried musical
"co versations" (statement/answer) with a partner. Song-like, non-verbal sound s and
jibberish were a lso tried as additional, enriching extensions of th is experie nce.

STUDIO WORKSHOP REPORTS
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Some participants said they found it strange or uncomfortable to use their voices
imaginatively and yet non-verba lly. Some cla imed they c~uld not speak or sing in a loud
voice. Yoga deep-breathing exercises helped to relax our throats and bring awa reness to
the diaphragm. It .also energized us. A patiicipant demonstrated how Balkan singers use
shouts as part of their songs-strong, sharp explosions of "HEY!"- to express great
vitality. We explored this, and then as a total group projected our newly-freed voices to a
specific spot across the street. The quality of the group sound was extraordin arysurprisingly dramatic and evocative. "How does that make you feel '?'' brought both
positive and negative responses. "Powerful." "Scary." .. Aggressive."
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We then tried what would happen if we changed " Hey" to "Hi"; first sharply
staccato, then a sustained legato "Hi-i-i!" directed to someone across the room. v\ hat a
dramatic change! Smiles!
It seemed appropriate to utilize the mood and the eye contact just established, so, we
joined in an energetic promenad e around the room to the Beatles' GOOD DAY SUNSHINE. T his developed into dramatic movement as we mimed the high points of the
lyrics. There is a fade-out of sound in the middle of the song. By simultaneously fading
out the lights a dramatic effect was added that encouraged a few moments of res tful
relaxing on the floor. The sequence was then repeated as the volume of sound rose and the
lights came on again. The enactment was an experience with form (a b a) as well as a
demonstration of spontaneous improvisation.
A contrasting music/movement experience followed. Fascinating sounds of rising
and falling pitch in a variety of rhythmic patterns (produced electronically)* evoked many
fascinating movement responses of rising and descending in space.
To continue exploring rhythmic patterns in space, we tried using a prop as a further
extension of the body ; long , colorful paper streamers held in each hand. "Find many ways
to make the streamers move in the space a round you . . . and repeat them faster or
slower. " As several volunteers demonstrated their selections, we noted differences(motions of up and down , side to side, round and round ;-contrasts in quality, stronger
or lighter; each hand alternating or moving simultaneously.)
A lively Puerto Rican song** game for teaching colors was adapted for use as an
accompaniment and immediately influenced the movement; the dynamics, the tempo a nd
the phrasing. The structure of the song enabled us to take turns to come to the center for
brief periods as each color was called out.

Ju st as the sound-making exploration developed into music-ma king so our
movement exploration h ad developed into dance-making. Each individual in the role of
creator first playfully tested and tasted and then more soberly selected a nd arranged a
series of movements in space and produced a creative organization- his/her "streamer
dance," personally choreographed and performed .

..
FROM BODY MOVEMENT TO SYMBOLS
OF MUSICAL EXPRESSION
Charity Bailey

The young child is an active social physical being who enjoys "doing what he sings
and moving to what he hears." As the teacher observes and understands the characteristics of the group he will be able to introd uce ' musical activities relating to the
children's in terests and capabilities a nd to lead them down many avenues of music
lea rnings and the challenges of listen ing skills.
The teacher who is well prepared will have a large repertory of songs, dances. singing
games and stories that can be recalled easily and used at a given moment. ½ hen th is
happens n atura lly it brings into being a world of active, joyful participation in doing o ne's
" thing." Any material must become part of the child 's own musical experience before he
can go on to the next step in skills or appreciation.
In our workshop we were concerned with five progressive steps in technique: bea ts
and rests; phrases and form; contour or melody; pentatonic scale; stepping the tones of
the pentatonic scale while singing it.
Using familiar music and songs we acted out with our bodies the techniques in corporated in a given piece of music, e.g. stepping at a walk tempo for a quarter note,
finding out how music tells twice as fast or twice as slow. To be able to step the tones of
the pentatonic scale proved quite challenging and yet delightful when accomplished.
Reading music symbols from a chalk b oa rd a nd transla ting them to body movement is a
series of complicated mental operations. Hopefully the group recognized and appreciated
the qu ality of the task and would therefore respect the children's efforts and achievement.
T here was genuine pleasure and good fun in our time together, another important facet of
learning, and hopefully to be offered the children.

T he streamers were then used for catalyzing dramatic improvisation . Now the task
was to "find many ways to dress up, create a costume to 'be' somebody in a family."
T here were variations of belts, bows and bracelets, scarves and ties, headba nds and armb ands, even slings a nd bandages. Role-playing, meeting and greeting each other (to the
music of Fa milias on the same record) followed . An astonishing variety a nd shading of
characterization evolved as we continued to explore.
T he vigorous Israeli folk song/dance MA YIM MA YIM ended our workshop most
appropriately. T he refrain calls for h appy shouts of "Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!" and this was
done most wholeheartedly, everyone laughing in appreciative delight at this bit of
serendipity.

,,.
i

* Listen, Move and Dance, Capital Records

I

** Eddie Cano, C/ P Records
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STIMULATING THE IMAGINATION THROUGH MATERIALS
Naomi Pile

The session focused on the idea that materials originating in nature and in manmade products (which also, of course, originate in nature), can serve as stimuli to creative
activity in the plastic arts.
Central to this thesis is the thought that human vision is the conduit through which
vast amounts of information are conveyed to the brain for processing and that this information is stored in memory alongside and accompanying emotional response.
Together, images and feeling, form the foundation of art.
Examination of physical material is, therefore, one technique available to teachers
to help children became engaged in the practice of art. This session was an exa mple of
how that might be done.
Tables were heaped with material, all found or given , to demonstrate that an art
program need not be totally dependent on money. They came from nature-wood , stone,
moss, leaves, flowers, petals, etc., and they came from manufacturing-paper, metal,
string, etc. They were looked at and talked about.
Some of the kind of things that were observed and talked about:
A piece of bark-so decayed its origin was not obvious, nonetheless carried clues to
its identity and history. Woodpeckers in search of food had imprinted it with patterns of
evenly tattooed holes, its surface was shedding in strips; its colors was a subtle range of
yellows, greys and browns; the texture of its interior and exterior sutfaces were different.
We compared that bark with another piece which still held the circular form of the tree it
had once girdled and to a piece of a tree's core which carried the marks of a circular saw.
It had probably been cut for fuel but left on damp earth which gave it reddish tones, a nd
had been grown on by grey lichen which though now gone, imparted distinctive patterns
and colors.
We looked at, with and without magnification , touched and smelled the other
materials in similar fashion. They ranged in color across the spectrum and were greatly
varied in texture.
A piece of red cloth was seen as color-rich in conscious and unconscious information-and as structure, texture, weight, density, etc.

CREATIVE WRITING: SPRINGBOARDS, FOCUS, AND FUN
Claudia Lewis

I brought to the session a number of books and publications on children's creative
writing, and spoke briefly about the ones I considered the most helpful.
Then I made a brief statement about my own point of view: name ly, that good
creative writing flows from children's involvement in experie nces; that the teacher's role is
not that of a bandmaster handing out pieces, topics, titles to stimulate children's writing.
Deep involvement, not gadgetry, brings the best results.
However, I said there are certain exercises for stimu lating sensory and personal
awareness that are useful and enjoyable. Today I would run the assembled workshop
members (about 27) through a number of these exercises, chosen from the various books
on display. By trying them themselves, they could judge how suitable they might be for the
children to work with.
1) I told them a brief story about a cat and a bird, asking them afterwards to tell
me specifica lly how they visualized the cat, the bird, the tree, the season- to
demonstrate that each person had his own imagination, his own vision.
2) We ate some crisp potato chips, and wrote down-each on his own sheet of
pavt:r-something about the taste, sound, etc.
3) We stood up and did two stretching exercises that made us strongly aware of
certain of our muscles. Then we wrote on our papers descriptions of these
sensations.
4) We looked at two very dissimilar objects: a spoon and a book; a scissors and a
pen-and wrote down the similarities we could find.
5) We took a walk o tin the hall, writing on our papers some notes about what
we saw, touched, smelled, etc., and what these reminded us of.
6) We listened to a record (SOUND AND IMAGES) and wrote what these abstract sounds suggested to us. ,
'

All along, I asked for volunteers to read to us what they Had written. People did not
hold back. The results were simply SMASHING!!

We asked again and again- what do these things look like-precisely- what do they
make you think of, how might you use them? At what point do they become personal art?

.....
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had developed, in a brief period, a level of trust in each other, so that good-natured play
was acceptable.

THE ARTIST IS AN ACTIVIST
Bill Ray

If the essence of creativity is divergent thinking, as many educators and researchers
believe, then all the children I have ever encountered have an unlimited potential for
creative activity and thought. Whether a child is making believe he is a fireman or trying
to understand what outer space is like, the child's mind uses divergent means to arrive at
convergent ends. Many teachers with a just concern for the emotional life of children,
thwart the workings of this divergent method by rigidly prescribing the kinds and extent
of activities children in their classrooms will engage in. Although children need, at all
ages, adults who are consistent and trustworthy, teachers sometimes interpret this need
for security and structure in an authoritarian manner and close off the path to productive
adult-child communication.

Summing_up I ~ould say !hat we e~tablished the kind of accepting environment and
sen_se of security, w1tho~t which creative responses to challenges are impossible. The
active role of the teacher_m the cl_assroom is to stimulate, cajole, excite and guide the child
and stu~ent to devel~p his ow~ _divergent path to an individual way of thinking and doing.
At the ~Is~ of poundmg_a pol~ttcal note, 1t seems to me that this is the ethical goal of all
teachers m a dernocrat1~ society. Teachers have to assist children actively to be truly
themselves, not the pleasmg product of some pedantic educator's narrow philosophy.

In order to illustrate this, I provoked pa1ticipants in the workshop by giving them &
rigid, formal and impersonalized set of instructions. We discussed the impact this had
upon their desire and ability to 'get into' what we were about. The discussion , preceding
the work period, did clarify my motives and help the participants relax. People were also
absorbed in defining the term 'activist' as used in the workshop's title. It could have been
interpreted as political, ideological, or merely the instrumentation of a given personality
in the work-a-day world. We explored the view that the teacher must be an activistsomeone who gets things moving; stimulates interests and perhaps inspires his students.
The activist is more likely to choose a divergent path in solving all kinds of problems,
teaching and otherwise. If we define the term 'divergent' as the placing of the student (or
participant) in a given context, letting him or her decide what data is relevant and
choosing his own direction towards a solution, we have a good working description of
what a major piece of the teaching and learning act involves.
We spent scant time on the very real problems of day-to-day teaching. Rather, we
focussed on creative, unique ways in which the job of teaching could be accomplished.
One 'learning' we teachers derived from the session was an awareness that any generic
qualities of creativity do not reside within a person as either 'teacher' qualities or 'learner'
qualities. One is either creative or not. It matters little whether one's role is that of the
teacher or the learner. The attributes which mark the teacher as creative, endure for the
learner as well. Creativity is a function of one's approach to all of life and seems to be a
constant of personal 'style,' through all its role permutations.
We had on hand various materials: large and small drawing paper and construction
paper of assorted colors; pencils and black crayons; Elmer's glue and brushes; scissors
and staplers; styrofoam elements (little curly spaghetti shapes). There were no strictures
on their use, save the individual's own inventiveness. Indeed , participants were tempted,
in one of the subversive notes distributed, to look around and 'steal' each other's ideas, if
usable. At the close of the session one of the students seized a small structure belonging to
someone nearby and placed it atop his own 'tower,' thus signifying both the goodwill
generated by the session and the fact that all had grasped my intention. As a group, we
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ADVENTURE IN THREE DIMENSIONAL DESIGN
NEEDLEWORK: CREATING DESIGN
THRO UGH PLAY WITH PATTERNS

George Fuller

Lodema Burrows
When I began to plan the workshop, I remembered asking myself, "What are people
who have never done anything like this before going to think and feel?" Most like ly none
of the people in the group will know one another. What will tie us together? I thought
about peoples' inner need to create a nd how a congenial atmosphere can serve to promote
responsive open feelings. I prepared a setting that I thought would stimulate, open up and
suggest . One of the participants who spoke about the wor kshop aftetward said that a
pallette had been prepared, truly a n apt response to my efforts. I had collected and
displayed many different shapes in wood and other materials. At one end of the room I
had set up a background a nd a device on the ceiling for what could be a ha nging
scul ptural composition for two or perhaps th ree people to work on together.
T here seemed to be little need for presenting our p urposes because people went
immediately to the materials and shapes and began selecting what they wanted to use. I
felt that most of my part h ad been in preparing a nd that all I had to do now was to show
people how they could fasten pieces together according to where they wanted them to be. I
discussed their work with them and encouraged them to excha nge ideas. T here was a free
and easy atmosphere and everyone was doing something to feel good ab out. I was
astonished, as I a lways am at the richness and strength of expression in the work of people
who do not ordinarily think of themselves as creative. It was indeed a n adventure-a brief
journey of exploration bent upon the discovery of the inner self.
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_T~is workshop was_designed as an experience with yarn and canvas for adults It was
rov1de a~ opportu111t~ ~or exploration of materials, design a nd basic stitche;·y T he
c::at:~t: t~n ;~fs t~~e~~~-~:~•pants begin to play with these components as a sta1i t;ward

t

The centra l problem in designing such a workshop 1·s to . ·d
I
·
·
I
·
•
.
prnvi e enoug 1 support tor
novices e~rnmg ~astc skills: how to thread a need le wit h yarn, how to hold a needle how
!~~~~:~ ~:n~ple
such as a continental stitch, at the sa me time one is helping 0 'thers
exist betw:~!n t~ e1r _o~; or translate one from a picture in a book. Interesting parallels
.
. ese PIO ems and the task of the teacher of children. How does the
teachtelt help cht!dr?en move toward mastery of skills at the same time they are becom ing
fl uen y expressive.

s;i:~h_es

~art otf t!1e anAswer lies in an adequate supply of materials which lend themselves to
expeumen at1on nother pa1t of th
1· ·
·
. d" .d 1
.
.
e a nswer tes m an environme nt which supports both
m 1v1 ua and group Jearntng F
h
.
sk"ll.
ftI h"
.. or exampIe, t e novice who can teach her newly learned
1
tn s c mg to another begmner extends the scope of the teaching-learning process.
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F_ood is love in any language.
It one had to make b . t·
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EXPERIMENTING WITH FOODS:
OPPORTUNITY FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Suzanne C. Carothers

When coming to a workshop on cooking the initial response usually is "W ha t are we
going to cook? What are we going to make?" But this workshop was designed as an
opportunity for adults, with years of varied experience, to look at the very familiar things
in their environment in ways in which children , with less experience or the ability to integrate those experiences, perceive the things around them in their daily world . Children
not on ly learn about the multi-dimensional world by seeing it but also by tasting,
touching, hearing, and smelling it. Cooking is one aspect of school experience that
uniquely involves all of these responses. And cooking can also offer math, science, reading
readiness, social studies, language developme nt for very young children at their
developmental stage.
To bring our purpose into focus the room was set up in four stations each having a
different group of foods, i.e., eggs and oil, varieties of potatoes, of nuts, of citrus fruits
and each with appropriate cooking utensils.
The first task: to examine their materials and ask ourselves some provocative
questions, such as " How does it look, feel? Can you open it, crack it, bite it, cook it or
simply eat it?"
Due to the unexpected nature of the task, some people had difficulty "getting involved." This type of question does not elicit a " right" answer but rather responses which
dwell deeply in one's thinking and recalling one's own experiences. As adults, we have
grown accustomed or programmed to grinding out the correct answer and coo1pleting as
many as possible in the specified time. Not much time is provided for "playing around"
with the possibilities and perhaps creating an entirely new category of conceptualization.
For the child , " playing around with it" is the key that opens doors or th e switch which
-tightens many a darkened room.
As the workshop continued, people began to relax, talk, laugh and listen to each
other as questions were raised. Activities were enjoyed because they were a real, natural
and relaxed way of learning, in which each person could genuinely offer something and
feel the worth and value in the offering. When adults have that experience and can feel
good about themselves as learners, it is not too difficult to transpose that feeling to
children when they are totally involved as learners, e.g. having the freedom to move about,
talk freely, exchange ideas and interact spontaneously in a natural environment.
I cook with children because experimenting with food is a real experience. Children
can touch food)eel it, smell it, see changes elicited by themselves, and most important,
eat it! The more real the experience, the more appetizing its appeal and the more it lends
itself to investigation initiated by the child.
Food is a primary human need. You feel comfo1table a nd better when hunger is
assuaged. It is a common d enominator for all people.

I
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A VIDEO-TAPE EXPERIENCE
Stall Cypher and Sergio Rainha

It was a hand-on from the very first visual moment in the Video-Tape Hands On
Workshop. Three portable cameras and tape decks were quickly hooked up and camera
after camera was handed to each of three quickly formed groups. A fourth tripod
mounted camera and a catt mounted video tape recorder caught the flurry of excitement
of self recognition as each group video taped another and was taped in turn.

--

Then came the questions. How much? $18.50 to $2200.00 from the simplest to the
most sophisticated two man potiable equipment. How heavy? Pick up and try it!
Camera, six pounds, video-recorder, nineteen pounds.
Can anyone operate it? Yes, with some careful instruction.
The groups were brought together to discuss how to set up and get the equ ipment
operating, and how to keep it operating. Threading, use of microphone, in camera and off
camera. How to pan, zoom , and adjust exposure. What are long shots, close ups, when to
use each effectively.
Then techniques of play back, how to test picture and sound before taping. How to
hook into any TV set to show the class, the group, the person, what you video taped, i.e.
what you saw and heard, what you selected as important by careful, selective use of lens
and microphone.
Suggestions for use: To document class behavior, class projects, teaching styles.
analysis. Use of video tape for incentive and encouragement; for dramatic story telling;
news programs ; a viceo-tape instead of a paper.
Editing: The necessary machinery-video recorders that can duplicate assembly and
inse1t scenes, a llow added voice narration and music. And distribution: copies can be sent
and used elsewhere.
Again, how much? Duplicating machines $ 1200.00 plus a $300.00 monitor; rental
$11.00 per half hour, $21.00 per hour.
Training operators: several sessions with lots of mistakes and experience- for the
mistakes are experience. Learning together in twos and threes,-video-taping kids and
parents, in parks and zoos and classrooms and meeting rooms.
And particularly, to enjoy video-tape in watching it all come together, the action, the
recording, the response. The best experience of all-experiencing video together!
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